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Latin Awareness Week celebrates diversity
A proclamation declaring this week
Latin Awareness Week was made by
Mayor Bruce Bellard to kick off the
third annual event at the University
yesterday.

address Latino students' needs, was
declared a vital part of the University. According to Dr. Mary Edmonds, vice president of student
affairs, the contributions Latino students make to the University and
other aspects of the community is
important.

The Latin Student Union, which
began in 1972 as a support system to

"In trying to develop a sense of
community, you have reached out

by Teresa Perrettl
slatl reporter

your culture to others," Edmonds
said of the group. "There is a great
need on this campus to educate culturally. You have recognized the need
for cultural diversity/'
The program includes several
events intended to educate students in
the culture and tradition of Hispanic
peoples.
Included are Latino Olympics set

for Saturday at 9 a.m. at the Student
Recreation Center and a festival, "El
Carnival Festival," beginning Sunday
at lp.m. in the Union Oval.
"We are trying to educate the University on culture and tradition of
Hispanics," Bob Torres, junior political science major, said.
According to Torres, the group consists of those students from a His-

panic or Mexican-American
background. "We bring in students
from all over Northwest Ohio with our
Latino Preview which takes place in
the fall," Torres said.
Along with the festival and Olympics, Spanish coffee hours will be held
In Williams Hall. Music will be provided by Robert Baratta who is currently performing at the Wine Cellar

in Toledo and will play a variety of
Latino music.
A banquet and luncheon in honor of
the members of Latin Student Union
is also planned.
The week's events, sponsored by La
Union de Estudiantes Latinos and cosponsored by the World Student Association, Women for Women and the
Student Development Office, are free
and open to the public.

Mondale gains support
from Ohio Democrats
COLUMBUS (AP) - Former Vice
President Walter Mondale thanked
Gov. Richard Celeste and other Ohio
Democratic leaders for their presidential endorsements yesterday but
said he is the one who must win the
party's May 8 primary.

Slumber party

bg news staff/Suson Cross

The number of students camping out for housing registration this year has
reduced because of a new procedure, but many freshmen women still felt it

was necessary to secure places In line Sunday night. The new procedure requires
only people wanting to move to a different hall register Monday morning.

Mondale picked up the endorsements of Celeste, House Speaker Vern
Riffe Jr., and Secretary of State Sherrod Brown as he began a two-day
campaign swing through Ohio. Later
appearances were scheduled in
Youngstown and Cleveland.
In announcing his long-awaited endorsement with Mondale at a news
conference, Celeste - who flirted with
the idea of staving neutral - said he
decided over the weekend that Mondale is the candidate' 'who is best able
to defeat Ronald Reagan in November and best able to lead this country
in the years ahead."
Celeste said Mondale, with whom
he worked as Peace Corps director in
the Carter administration, understands the economic and other problems of Ohio and the Midwest.
He said the former vice president
will work to revitalize Ohio's basic
industries, strengthen education,
fight for a nuclear rreaif and work to

head off and reduce federal budget
deficits.
, _ „ _
Referring to Reagan's deficits, Celeste said, as Mondale nodded
agreement, "our children" and our
grandchildren are being launched in a
sea of red ink."
Mondale described Celeste as "a
dear and old friend" and said be is
grateful and proud to get the nod of
the governor and other party leaders.
But he said, "it's only a recommendation. I have learned through experience that you cannot prejudge voters.
I must myself earn their mist and
support."
Celeste indicated he wrestled with
making his choice of Mondale over
the other Democratic contenders,
Sen. Gary Hart and the Rev. Jesse
Jackson.
"It would have been politically
comfortable to stay neutral," he said,
adding that in the end, he decided
Mondale was the most likely to defeat
Reagan.
Some of Ohio's statewide officeholders still have not endorsed for the
primary, which will help decide 144 of
the state's 175 national convention
delegate slots. The others are to be
filled by appointment of the Ohio
Democratic Executive Committee.

Justices hear oral arguments for draft registration
WASHINGTON (AP) - An apparently sympathetic Supreme Court
was told yesterday the government is
not inflicting unconstitutional punishment by denying federal aid to male
college students who fail to register
for the draft.
Solicitor General Rex Lee defended
a 1982 law disqualifying non-registrants from receiving aid. He said the
law legitimately was designed to coax
students to register with the Selective
Service.
A federal judge in 1982 declared the

law unconstitutional, ruling it was an
unlawful form of punishment imposed
by Congress.
Lee, the government's chief courtroom lawyer, said the purpose of the
law was "not to catch wrongdoers,
but to increase the number (of young
men) on the registration rolls.
He added that the law appears to be
working. More than 300,000 students
who previously had failed to sign up
for the draft have done so since the
act was passed, Lee said.
Draft registration - but not actual
conscription - was reinstituted in 1980

under a law signed by then-President
Jimmy Carter. Some 11 million young
men, about 97 percent of those eligible, have registered since then, the
Selective Service System says.
THE LAW REQUIRES all male
citizens and resident aliens born after
Jan. 1,1963, and between ages 18 and
26 to sign up with Selective Service.
The law, enacted in the aftermath
of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
is designed to make it easier to draft
young men if that becomes necessary.
The justices had few questions for

Lee. But they shot queries etched in
obvious skepticism at his adversary,
William Keppel of the Minneapolis
Public Interest Research Group.
The group successfully challenged
the law in a federal trial court two
years ago.
While the tone of the justices' questions during oral argument sessions
does not always reflect a case's eventual outcome, yesterday's session was
unusually one-sided.
When Keppel argued that "we're
cutting these young men off from
proceeding" with their college educa-

tion, Chief Justice Warren Burger
suggested that the students have it
within their own power to avoid losing
federal aid by registering for the
draft.
"The punishment can be easily
avoided, can it not?" he asked.
Justice William Brennan, focusing
on another of Keppel's arguments,
said he could not see how any student
was being compelled to testify against
himself by registering for the draft.
"Where's the compulsion?" Brennan said. "It's difficult to see the
compulsion."

Justice John Paul Stevens, echoing
Brennan, said "I don't understand
how a student is forced to testify
against himself by complying with the
registration law.
Keppel contended that students exC themselves to federal prosecu- and up to five years in prison - if
they decide more than 30 days after
turning 18 that they need the federal
aid and then register. The draft registration law requires male students to
sign up within 30 days of their 18th
birthday.

I Britain severs ties, Students oppose pigeon control work
orders Libyans out
LONDON (AP) - Britain severed
Libya gave no indication when
diplomatic relations with Libya the 20 to 30 diplomats and students
and ordered the Libyan Embassy in the embassy would leave. Britvacated within a week - a move ain said the building in St. James's
officials concede is likely to mean Square will lose its diplomatic stafreedom for the gunman who killed tus - and immunity from assault a policewomen and wounded 11 at midnight Sunday.
Libyan dissidents.
Home Secretary Leon Britten
said the emerging Libyans would
Libya expressed "astonishment be searched for arms but will be
and displeasure" at the British given safe passage home.
order, announced Sunday, and deBritain conceded the Libyans
clared it "holds the British govern- would be able to move out any
ment responsible for this decision arms in diplomatic bags, which are
and its consequences."
inviolate under the 1961 Vienna
The move was designed to end a Convention on diplomatic reladiplomatic standoff that began last tions, and official sources said
Tuesday, when a submachine gun there was little chance of finding
was fired from an embassy window the killer of Constable Fletcher.
at Libyan exiles demonstrating
Brittain said the investigation
against Col. Moammar Khadafy's into the shooting would continue as
regime, killing Constable Yvonne a "matter of record." He said
Fletcher and injuring 11 protes- police would be free to search the
ters. The five-story building has embassy, officially known as the
been ringed by police marksmen Libyan People's Bureau, after Sunsince then.
day.

■the bottom lineNAACP says
black leader
unlikely

TOLEDO (AP) - The head of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People said yesterday that it will be a long time before a
black person is elected president,
primarily because many whites still
believe blacks are incapable of holding public office.
Benjamin Hooks told members of
the Toledo Rotary Club yesterday the
Rev. Jesse Jackson's bid for the Dem-

Efforts are being made to eliminate
pigeons from the University campus,
but according to Dolores Hedges, they
are not going without a fight.

by the request for pigeon-control
funding.
The Interfraternity Council is sponsoring a sale of T-shirts in protest of
the pigeon control efforts. The shirts
Hedges, senior theater major and depict the marked bird and the slogan
member of Students For Animals, is "Save the Pigeons."
Iust one of the students working for
The proceeds generated from the
lumane treatment of the birds.
sales, according to Greek Week
Chairman, Rich Weiland, will be di"We feel there is no problem with vided between Greek Week and the
pigeons on campus," Hedges said. Lenhart Project.
''One of our members, Greg Gorney,
talked with Environmental Services
Weiland said the Interfraternity
and said that only six professors have Council is sponsoring the sale because
complained about the pigeons."
they disagree with the University
decision to control campus pigeons.
Hedges said Students For Animals
is circulating petitions protesting the
"There are no moral reasons bekilling of pigeons by inhumane meth- hind this," be said. "We thought it
ods such as metal spikes on ledges, would be kind of catchy - something
poisoning and "Roost-no-More, a for people to buy."
solution applied to ledges to make
them sticky and prevent birds from
The controversy regarding pigeon
roosting there.
control began when it was announced
last month that $5,000 has been reThe efforts by Students For Ani- quested of the University to fund
mals are just part of the stir caused pigeon control next year.

weather
ocratic presidential nomination is giving blacks pride, but Hooks is
convinced Jackson will not be the
party nominee. Jackson, however,
can influence the Democratic platform and help interest more blacks in
the election, he said.
Hooks said the NAACP hopes to
register one-half million new voters
before the November presidential
election.

Mostly cloudy with o high in the rnid-50s
This tshirt was designed by junior business major Nell Walsh and is being sold by
the Interfraternity Council as part of a fund-raising drive.
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Extremes in '84 similiar to 1964

editorial

by Gary Wills

Communication work
benefits constituents
Total representation for officials elected by the people is
the means toward achieving a democratic society. A
public official from Indiana, who told the people he wanted to
bridge the communication gap between government officials
and constituents is "calling" for feedback from area residents.
Eugene Taylor, mayor of New Haven, Ind., has made it a
routine practice to randomly contact his constituents via the
telephone in order to hear their complaints and criticisms
about the city and its government.
According to Taylor, the phone calls are a way for him to
make good on his campaign pledge to "improve communication between residents and the city's chief administrative
officer" - the mayor.
Residents contacted by Taylor say they were both surprised and pleased to hear the mayor was interested in their
opinions. One woman said she has seen results since she
complained about the dirty streets in the community. She
said she believes telephoning constituents is "the only way
he's going to find out what the complaints are" in the
community he serves.
We also agree that such a practice is beneficial to a
community.
Mayor Taylor has come across a novel and effective means
to communicate with his constituents.
On the homefront, some local office holders have tried
similar means in an effort to gauge voter attitudes ranging
from opinion polls to mail questionaires enabling elected
officials to know the needs and concerns of the public they
serve.
Residents need to know their government officials are
serving their best interests. Not only would such contact with
ownspeople help the mayor get to the root of peoples'
dissatisfactions, but it would also instill people's faith in the
effectiveness of their civic leaders.

Jackson getting easy
treatment from Dems.
by Art Buchwald
"fan t it a beautiful thing to watch?" a
Republican campaign manager said.
'"The Democratic primary free-forall. Mondale is socking it to Hart,
Hart is socking it to Mondale. And
neither one of them is laying a glove
on Jesse Jackson."
"Why should anyone lay a glove on
Jesse Jackson?" I asked.
"No reason, except when someone
runs for president of the United States
you're supposed to rough him up a
little, so you can see how he behaves
under pressure."
"What issue could Mondale or Hart
attack Jackson on?"
"They could mention Jesse's support by Louis Farrakhan, leader of
the Nation of Islam, for starters. The
SDod man has threatened the lives of
ews, excommunicated a black reporter from the black race, and compared himself favorably "with Adolf
Hitler, whom he called a wickedly
great' man. You would think Mondale
and Hart had something to work with
there."
"Jackson can't help what his surrogates -1 mean supporters - say."
"Aha," the campaign manager
said. "But Farrakhan is one of Jackson's closest friends, and Jackson
refuses to disavow him. Just think
what Hart and Mondale would say if
the Ku Klux Klan gave their official
support to Ronald Reagan, and the
Grand Dragon warmed up every
white audience for Reagan.
"You want Jackson to get rid of
Farrakhan?"
"Heck no. The Islam leader is ripping the Democratic Party to shreds.
If Jackson refuses to dump him over
the side, and Farrakhan comes along
then the media can't give him enough
coverage. At the moment, he seems to
be getting more tune on television
than Jackson. If you vowed to beat up

on a reporter from The Washington
Post and called HiUer a 'wickedly
great' man, you would get a lot of
attention too/'
"I still don't see what Farrakhan
has to do with Mondale and Hart."
"You must be pretty dumb. Jackson is going to San Francisco with a
number of swing votes. He could put
one or the other candidate over the
top. So both Mondale and Hart have to
cater to him. But if Jackson is still
carrying around Farrakhan as baggage, then Mondale and Hart will lose
the independents and the liberals.
"In November, for every black
voter Jesse brings out, we get a white
vote for Reagan, or one who stays at
home."
"I don't see why you have to bring
race into the Democratic primaries.
"Yon cant lay this one on the
Republicans. Jackson asked for a
'Rainbow Coalition' and Farrakhan
said he'd beat up on any black reporter who didn t give it to him.
Mondale and Hart are afraid to attack
Jackson. So by keeping quiet, both
white candidates look chicken. May I
remind you that Jim Watt was thrown
out of the government for just one
ethnic slur. It was a cream puff compared with the stuff Farrakhan has
said in the past few months."
"But Farrakhan isn't in the government." .
"If the other candidates have to
deal with Jackson, he could be."
"So your game plan Is to link Farrakhan to Jackson to Mondale or
Hart?"
"We have no game plan as far as
Jackson is concerned. As long as
Jesse sticks by his best friend, we'll
lust sit on the sidelines and enjoy it.
It's the Democrats' problem, not
ours. All we can say at this time 'Let
Farrakhan be Farrakhan.'"
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
Los Angeles Times syndicate.
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membership - that they must not vote
for him. (Goldwater did not realize at
the time that one of his principal
aides, Denison Kitchel, had briefly
been a Bircher before he learned
more about the group.)
It goes against every instinct of the
American politician to tell anyone not
to vote for him. It might have been
noble for Ronald Reagan to say, "I
want you to vote for my ideals and
vision, not simply against my opponent." But if he had got such a wish in
I960, he would have Tost the election.
Strangely little is known, for all the
studies that have been done, about
voter motivation. After the 1968 New
Hampshire race, it turned out that
many voted for the "anti-war" candidate, Eugene McCarthy, because thev
wanted more vigorous prosecution of
the Vietnam War. Had he known this,
would he have said, "I will accept no
hawkish votes"?

So it is, at the least, unrealistic to
ask Jesse Jackson to divide the black
community by denouncing part of it.
But the question is more serious than
that. The people he is supposed to
drive away from the ballot box are
Black Muslims, who are Joining the
electoral process for the first time in
large numbers.
Jesse Jackson has professed inclusiveness from the outset (the rainbow). Exclusion of all Black Muslims
makes no sense, for him, for the
health of the political process, for the
future of America racial relations.
I'm sure that Jackson differs from
Louis Farrakhan in as many ways as
Goldwater did from Robert Welch.
Jackson, too, has warned against
extremism. But to ban a whole group
of voters because of their membership in a religious organization is
simply bad politics.
Gary Wills is a columnist for Universal r

Brown wants money supply limited

Campaign spending can buy elections
by Sherrod Brown
Someone once observed that the three
most important things in politics are
money, money, and money.
That anonymous pundit should get
the Jes Unruh Award for political
candor. Unruh, you may. remember,
is the former California legislator
who declared that "Money is the
mother's milk of politics."
Indeed, political money seems to be
one thing a cynical public complains
about these days as much as the
weather. Money has come to dominate and, by its very presence, distort
the local and state political process in
the same way it has dominated presidential politics for years.
But it doesn't have to be that way.
And, as Ohio's chief election officer, I
intend to do something about it.
Sen. Michael Schwarzwalder, of
Columbus, recently introduced in the
Ohio General Assembly a landmark
piece of legislation we developed to
limit the amount that can be spent in
campaigns for the Legislature and
statewide administrative offices.
Spending limits would be $750,000 in
a primary campaign for each candidate for governor and $1.5 million in
the general election, and $150,000 and
$300,000 for Secretary of State, Attorney General, Treasurer, and Auditor.
Limits would be $35,000 and $70,000
for state senator and $15,000 and $30,000 for state representative.
If these numbers sound high, it
might be well to recall that the people
who ran for governor of Ohio in 1982
spent a total of about $14 million'.
My proposed limits, along with
some new curbs on political action
committees and requirements for
more timely public disclosure of campaign gifts, should accomplish several things that will be beneficial to
Ohio's political process.
Cutting the amount of money it

takes for a campaign will encourage
more and better qualified candidates
to seek public office.
Relieved of at least some of the
time-consuming chore of fund-raising, those who run will be able to
devote more time to meeting voters
directly. And campaigns will nave the
potential to be more competitive because they will all start on an equal
financial footing.
The result should be better,
broader, more effective representation in state government.
My baptism in politics was administered directly by the voters of my
district - in person. Most of my colleagues in the Legislature at that time
began their public service in a similar
way - with experience rooted in direct
contact with voters.
Moreover, the fact that it was possible to seek and to win a public office
such as state representative without a
huge sum of money made my entry,
and has made the entry of other young
people, into politics possible. But I
fear that such access to political participation is rapidly slirinking.
In the past decade, I have watched
campaign budgets soar. A seat in the
legislature pays $22,500 a year in
salary, and the assembly is in session
approximately eight months or less a
year. Yet despite the relative modesty of this office compared to a
congressional seat, a big city mayorship or a statewide office, state legislative candidates are spending sums
that not long ago would have elected
U.S. Senators.
In 1974 a spending record was set in
a state senate race In southwest Ohio.
Each candidate spent approximately
$30,000. By 1982, some Ohio Senate
candidates were spending more than
$200,000 - nearly a sevenfold increase
in eight years.
Running successfully for Secretary
of State in 1982 only served to drive
home the point for me. To survive a
four-way primary and to win a gen-

eral election race against an opponent
with the same last name, I had to
raise and spend more than $500,000.
Clearly, If large amounts of campaign funds must be raised, the danger increases that a candidate may be
obligated in some fashion or other to
those large contributors.
Perhaps most importantly, the requirement of a large campaign budget acts to limit who can run tor such
public offices as the state legislature.
Traditionally, a state legislative
seat has been an entry-level position
for those interested in public service,
with the first campaign often a lowbudget, person-to-person effort. As a
result, many people of modest financial means could enter public service
and make a contribution to their
state.
Today, that access is threatened.
Election to lesser political offices
such as the Legislature is limited only
to those who have ties - or are willing
to establish them - with those interests that seek to control the Legislature. The proliferation of
professional lobbyists Is no longer
unique to Washington; the money
trees of political action committees
have taken root and are thriving in
Columbus and in state capitals all
across America.
Perhaps the tie between money and
major political office is inevitable. A
statewide or national candidate cannot possibly expect to meet millions of
voters personally. But the connection
between big money and minor political office is unjustified and can be
reversed.
I believe that my campaign finance
legislation can make this reversal
possible.
Critics of these efforts often point to
a 1976 U.S. Supreme Court decision,
Buckley vs. Valeo, in which the court
held that fmnaign spending limits
are unconstitutional. They contend
that any attempt to impose limits is
automatically doomed to failure.
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Three points need to be made about
that.
One is that political spending has
increased dramatically since 1976
(the Buckley case relied on 1974
spending figures). Simply put, the
problem is much greater today.
The second point is the access question. The explosive rise in the cost of
running for political office in the past
decade is threatening to make politics
strictly a rich person's game. You
almost have to be rich or have rich
friends to run for office these days.
We're not electing the best candidate or best potential officeholder
anymore. We're electing the best
fundraiser.
The third point is that the Schwarzwalder bill includes a legal tactic
rarely used in Ohio to date. The bill
contains a statement of legislative
findings in which the GenerarAssembly declares spending controls to be
necessary to promote ballot access,
more contact between candidates and
voters, and more competition in political campaigns. There will be no
doubt about the Legislature's intent
In addition, we have made the
spending limits flexible with a provision adjusting the ceilings every other
year according to the Consumer Price
Index. Candidates violating the limits
would be subject to a fine of three
times the amount overspent.
This bill Is the product of more than
a year of research and consultation
with legislative leaders and legal authorities. I believe it is a reasoned,
responsible solution to the problem of
bloated campaign spending. If we can
get it enacted into law, the day may
come when political candidates are
judged according to their abilities and
not on the amount of money they
command for a campaign.
Sherrod Brown ia Secretary of State
of Ohio. You can express your views
to him by writing: Sherrod BrownSecretary of Sate, State Office
Tower, Columbus, Ohio 43218.
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It is a regular cry In American politics: My opponent should forbid voter
X or Y to vote for him. In fact, the
current demand that the Black Muslims be drummed out of the electorate
was first raised, in 1984, by some of
the people now telling Jesse Jackson
to condemn Louis Farrakhan. But
those original condemners of 20 years
ago raised the issue of the Muslims in
order to justify Barry Goldwater's
refusal to denounce the John Birch
Society.
Nelson Rockefeller's campaigners
had differentiated themselves from
Goldwater by attacking the Birchers.
The refusal of the Republicans to put
an anti-Birch plank in their platform
made the Democrats nobly renounce
those non-constituents at their convention.

It was at this point that National
Review asked why the Democrats did
not denounce leftist extremists if extremism was their concern? The
magazine's favorite candidate for the
Democratic platform's excommunication was the Black Muslims, because of their "random-sample
murders." And this whole ploy, remember, was meant to protect Goldwater from the need to renounce any
voters.
Goldwater is a man of honor. Those
who study his 1964 campaign admit
that he took vigorous measures to
"de-kook" it. He said he differed from
the founder of the John Birch society,
Robert Welch. He also said, "I seek
the support of no extremist groups."
But Goldwater saw no need to tell
every member of the John Birch
society - no matter how they might
differ among themselves, no matter
how vestigial or even accidental their
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Prof, admires Marxist works
byDonLM

staff reporter
Don McQuarie is not bothered
whenpeople label him a Marxist.
McQuarie, associate professor of
sociology, said his first deep interest in Marxism as a political theory
came during his graduate studies
at the University of Texas.
"There was a group of us (graduate students) who started reading
outside of class and the more I
read, the more I was interested,"
be said.
His office, located in the basement of Williams Hall, contains
many testaments to his interest in
Marxism. A painting of Karl Marx,
the German social theorist who
started the school of thought which
bears his name, hangs on the wall
over McQuarie's desk. Bookcases
along two walls are filled with
political literature and many of the
books are on Marxism and socialism.
One bookcase is temporarily
obscured by a "Ground Zero7'
Cr against nuclear weapons,
is a result of McQuarie's position as faculty adviser to the BG
Coalition.
•Peace
vnvwuiuw,

"I wanted to be active in campus
political organizations," McQuarie
said. "But I don't try to push my
political views on the groups I
participate in."
Besides the BG Peace Coalition,
he is active in the Faculty Union
and the Bowling Green chapter of
Amnesty International-USA.
While "the faculty here (at the
University) are pretty tolerant" of
McQuarie's views, he has experienced some difficulty with faculty
members.
AN ESSAY McQuarie wrote for
The BG News on student activism
prompted a letter to the editor
from another professor calling McQuarie a "demagogue."
"People outside of the (sociology) department tend to react
negatively," he added.
Marxism is a major theoretical
perspective in sociology, McQuarie
said. "Sociology is subversive or it
should be," be added. "It teaches
you to ask questions about society
and the
it worn.
works."
ana
me way u

McQuarie does not feel socialism
will gain much of a foothold in the
United States. One of the main
reasons is the people most likely to
vote on a Socialist ticket - the less
affluent working class - do not
vote.
In addition. "The U.S. is virtually unique in not having a broadbased socialist movement," McQuarie said at a recent Honors
Student Association gathering.
"American people feel that socialism is the same thing as Communism, which equals
dictatorship," McQuarie said. He
added the loss of disposable income
which would result from a socialized economy would be viewed by
many Americans as a loss of personal freedom.
"The U.S. has always been a
highly capitalistic, individualistic
society " McQuarie said. "It never
went through a feudal period of
lords and vassals like the European countries, where socialist
parties have gained a greater footnoia.
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'Speak out' participants say racial oppression exists at BG
by Mike Mcintyre
staff reporter

She defined racism as "prejudice
plus power."
"Our culture is white, male-domiStudents and faculty participating nated and whites have the power to
in a "speak out" on racism last week oppress people of color," Tobias said.
voted unanimously that racism is a "People of color cannot be racist
because they do not have the power to
definite problem at the University.
Cindy Tobias, a teacher doing coun- oppress."
''White people learn racist behavior
seling work in Toledo, was in charge
of the speak out in the Business Ad- when they are young," she said.
ministration Building.
"Young people don't have a lot of

power to debate so they accept racism."
Tobias said people need to "interrupt" racism by doing such things as
speaking out if someone is making a
racist statement.
She said she has sponsored other
"speak outs" which have proved ben-

efiSaT

"They are good because of two
things/' Tobias said. "White people

Tuesday Special
one day only

come to unconditionally support people of color and by doing that, the
white people gain information about
what it's like for people of color."
Errol Samuel, president of the
Black Student Union, attended the
speak out and agreed racism is a
problem at Bowling Green.
"The University is a small example
of the entire society and racism is
definitely a problem," Samuel said.

"White people must do something
about it because black people cannot."
Errol Lam, librarian at the University, is an Asian American who also
feels racism is a problem on campus.
"What bothers me is not just the
racism, but the fact that we're not

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
OFFERS YOU
. iaui't

All Swimsuits
25% off
Open Tuesday Eve
until 9 p.m.

*

v

Powder Puffl
525 Ridge St.

$50.00 gift certificate
when you sign a 9 or 12 month lease
Before May 12th
WE PAY HEAT, WATER, CABLE,
AND TRASH PICKUP
• Full-time Maintenance
1 & 2 BDRM APTS

Weekdays 9-5:00

Tobias said something must be done
because racism is arbitrary and anyone could be a victim. "Next it might
be someone with blue eyes," she
added.
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A new gift for Secretaries* Week.

.LEAH.

Volunteers needed
for

PEER ADVISING
the week of April 30th - May 4th

Applications available in
405 Student Services
Deadline:
Wed. April 25th

One
for the
Books.

Reward your secretary
this week with Telefbra's
new Bookend Bouquet.
A white, enamel-coated
steel Bookend holds a
"book" container filled
with fresh flowers. After
they're gone, the freestanding coil Bookend expands for volumes
of books. To order this unique gift, call or
visit our shop.

Give the Bookend Bouquet
for Secretaries' Week. April 23-27.
Klotz Flower Farm
906 Napoleon Rd.
End of S. College Dr.
353-8381

Good thru Wed.
4/25, Thurs. 4/26,
Frl. 4/27
(CLOSED MONDAYS)
-SUZIE-

O

TUefloia
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Shopping C*nt«r
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HAIR REPAIR
"Where Quality Comes First"
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I
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I
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Furnished & Unfurnished
400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

doing anything about it," he said.
"There is nothing at the University
that encourages whites and people of
color to interract.

Ph.

352-2566
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Vandal destroys telephones
by ton Morrison
staff reporter

"There was no advantage to it
whatsoever - it was strictly a destructive act." Jean Yarnell
The 'act', yarnell, assistant director
of Public Safety .-spoke of was vandalism to an emergency and a pay telephone in Lot 1, located behind the
Health Center. The phone cords were
cut Friday, April 20 about 12:30 a.m.,
making both inoperable.
When the receiver was lifted off the
hook, an alarm was sounded immediately in the Office of Public Safety.
However, when police arrived, they
found both receivers missing.
Though both phones are valuable,
Yarnell is most concerned with the
damage to the emergency phone, one

of the first two installed on campus
lastyear.
"Tne phones are out there for the
students* protection. The phones give
one a greater sense of immediacy for
help, she said.
"It upsets me that someone would
take the emergency phone so lightly."
Yarnell said. "If it was a male, would
he feel the same way if his girlfriend
or sister was the victim (of an attacker)?"
Public Safety is not sure when the
phones will be operational, but they
are hoping to have them fixed immediately.
Though the cost of the repairs was
not known, Yarnell said Public Safety
has to pay to replace the emergency
phone because of its purpose. However, the pay phone was Just a convenience.

516 E. WOOSTERI

352-1504

6 FREE LIKE

W/ANY 14" (1) ITEM
OR MORE MYLES' PIZZA.
DELIVERY ONLY

"The pay phone was very convenient. Anyone having car problems
could call from there. Now the person
has to go back to their room to call,"
Yarnell said, adding "There was no
profit being made by the pay phone. It
was just put there as a service to the
students.'"
Dean Gerkens. assistant director of
Public Safety, said "Picking up the
receiver without a reason is considered to be a false alarm."
The person lifting the receiver can
be charged with making a false
alarm, vandalism or criminal mischief.
"If charged with vandalism, which
is what the University would do, the
person could be charged with a felony
and get expelled," Gerkens said.

f•dateline-

event will be held from 1-4
p.m. in the International
Tuesday, April 24
I Planetarium Tour - A 30- Lounge, Williams Hall.
minute tour of the new PRSSA Meeting - Tne
physics research labs and Public Relations Student
observatory area will be Society of America will
offered all this week at hold its final meeting of the
12:15 p.m. and 2:45 p.m. in Sear at 7:30 p.m. in 116
the planetarium, 112 Physusiness Administration.
ical Sciences Bldg.
Attendance of all members
Latin Awareness Week is requested.
Event - Spanish coffee Dateline, a daily service of
hours will feature "Cuando the News, lists dates and
Llegaron," a documentary times of campus events.
on the Indian heritage of Submissions by all organiPuerto Rico; a perfor- zations are welcome and
mance by Toledo guitarist must be turned in typed
Robert Baratta; and coffee and double spaced one
and Spanish pastries. The week prior to the event.

Honors faculty, students

USG presents service awards
by Mike Mclntyre
slalf reporter

Undergraduate Student Government handed out its highest
awards, the Hollis A. Moore
Awards and the William T. Jerome
Award, last week at the annual
USG banquet.
The Hollis A. Moore Awards
honor the University's seventh
president, who held the post from
1970 until his death in 1981.
According to Steve Zirkel, academic affairs coordinator for USG
and head of the committee that
chose this year's recipients of the

Moore awards, they are presented
to "outstanding individuals, faculty, staff or students, who display
extraordinary ability to be involved with academic life, community development, service to the
University and personal career
growth."
Recipients of the Moore awards
were Richard Lenhart, associate
dean of students at the University
until his death in January: Dr.
Russel Veitcb, associate professor
of psychology; and Phillip Callesen, senior political science/business administration major from
Westlake.

"There were over 25 total applicants for the Hollis A. Moore
Award," Zirkel said. "The people
we selected fully displayed all the
criteria for receiving the award."
The William T. Jerome Award is
named after the University's sixth
president, who held the position
from 1963 until 1970.
The award is given to administrators to recognize outstanding
contributions to the welfare and
betterment of students.
The recipient of the award this
year was Dr. Mary Edmonds, vice
president for student affairs.

Music students teach handicapped
Shelly Trusty
reporter

A marching band director must be able to design a
half-time snow a wheelchair bound student can
participate in and a choir
director must be able to
teach a hearing impaired
child to sing.
Because public schools
are mainstreaming the
handicapped into regular
classroom environments, a
teacher must be able to
work with these students.

Pat Buckwell educates
students at the College of
Musical Arts about teaching music to the handicapped. "We have to
realize that someone who
is blind or deaf can still
learn music," she said.
"The handicapped deserve the same chance that
everybody else has," she
added. 'They should be
afforded the same options.
Music should be taught to
the handicapped, not just
for the possibility of ex-

pression, but for the challenge of It."

with a basic overview of
the types of individuals
they may be working with.

The College of Musical
Arts does not offer a major
for the music-special education combination, but it
does try to prepare the
students to work with the
handicapped.
"When they are sophomores, we give the students a basic overview of
the public laws that deal
with educating the handicapped," Buckwell said.
"And we provide them

"By their junior vear the
students begin to deal with
specific problems. In the
spring I teach a class
where the student can get
experience working at a
school," she added.
Music students work
with handicapped children
at Wood Lane School, East
Gypsy Lane Road and the
Children's Resource Center, 1045 Klotz Rd.

Drill team works to aid community
by Mike- Amburoey
r.'; .,

Many drill teams practice, perform, practice
again and then go home.

SERVICE
COPIES

STATE
NURSING
BOARDS

quick copies* late hours
Free use of:
• staplers
• cutting board
• 3 - hole punch

"Royal Green is not just
a military drill team,"
Nancy Vogt, senior operations research major and
Royal Green member,
said. "It's a military-affiliated community service
organization. The drill
team is just a sub-unit."
Royal Green is considered a sorority, but be-

Igl
society, Vogt said. Their
big brothers, the Penning
Rules, are a military chapter of the nationally-known
Pershing Rifles, founded in
honor of Gen. John J. Pershing, Vogt said.
Royal Green performs
with military style sabers
used in various performance routines. "We drill
exhibition. Ours are not all
military movements,"
Vogt said. "We do spins
twirls with different

steps and formations. In
exhibition you can do anything to impress the judges
and gain audience appeal."
BUT ROYAL GREEN
also performs away from
the drill floor in several
community service efforts.
"We give away a turkey
and all the fixings to a local
needy family on Thanksgiving," Vogt said. They
work at the bloodmobile
when It visits campus, donating blood and providing
nutritious foods for donors.
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But not the Royal Green,
an all-female, military-affilliated University drill
team whose main focus is
community service.
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(Across from Taco Bell)

Beautiful skin
at a beautiful price.

WANT TO LEARN ABOUT COMPUTERS?
This information will help you lo select a course which studies the use
of computers. Take the following quiz to determine which course is
for you.
1. Do you want to be a computer science major or minor?
If yes, go to #6.
If no or not sure, go to #2.
2. Have you already written computer programs on your own?
If yes, go to #7.
If no, go to #3.
3. Does your major require MIS 200?
If yes, take MIS 200.
If no, go to #4.
4. Do you expect to be using computer programming to help you in
your major?
If yes, takeCS 101.
If no, go to #5.
5. Would you rather learn about computer programming, or learn
how to use word processing and other kinds of software?
If programming, take CS 100.
Otherwise, take CS 130.
6. Have you already written computer programs on your own?
If yes, take CS 103.
If no, take CS 101.
7. Would you rather learn more about computer programming, or
learn how to use word processing and other kinds of software?
If more programming, take CS 103
Otherwise, take CS 130
ALL OF THESE COURSES ARE OFFERED FALL, SPRING. AND SUMMER.
NEW COURSE
CS 130. Half of this course leaches Ihe use of packages to do word processing and spreadsheets, and
introduces other kinds of software. The other half studies general computer concepts, applications of
computers in various disciplines, and the impact of computers on society,
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A special size of collagen-enriched
skin care products for only $25.
Right now Merle Norman is offering
Luxiva Collagen Luxuries—a special skin
care package with products rich in
collagen.
Packaged in an attractive, reusable case,
Luxiva Collagen Luxuries include Luxiva
Collagen Cleanser. Luxiva Collagen
Clarifier, Luxiva Collagen Support, and
Luxiva Protein Creme.

Otter good tor a limited time at Merle
Norman Studios. So hurry. It's never too
late to look younger

APRIL

The Place for the Custom Face*

188 South Main
in the Mini Mall, BG
352-7060

RESUME
• Fast, professional
service
• Quality Printing
• Typesetting/typing
• Urge paper
selection

THE COPY SHOP
117 East Court St.
3524068

10 am - 4 pm
UNION OVAL
If Rain:
Forum,
Student Services

Otter good April 16 through May 31.1984.
while supplies lasi
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Royal Greeen's largest
service program efforts
have been aimed toward
Maria Nursing Home, 308
W. Wooster St. "We
wanted a service project
that we could continue
through the year," said,
Julie Long, freshman International studies major
and newly-elected president of Royal Green.
Royal.Green members
went to the nursing home
on March 28 for an ice
cream social, then played
bingo with the residents,
Long added.
The elderly residents
also watched a performance by Royal Green at
the Bowling Green State
University Invitational
Drill Meet on April 14. The
drill team helped transport
the residents to the meet.
"We will be going to the
nursing home once a
month to do things for the
residents such as take
them shopping or to the
park," Long said.

Sponsored by:

NEW CLEAR DAYS?
Day Activities!
Displays from many organization* Including:
Ohio Department ol Natural Resources
Students lor Animals
Ohio EPA
Center for Environmental Programs
EIG plant, t-thlrt, and raffle tickets sales
Peace Coalition folk singer Don Eaton

The Environmental Interest Group
Night Activities
In 112. ISC, 8:00 p.m.
Speakers:
Dr. Rex towe. Biological Science Dept.
Dr. Forsythe, Geology Dept.
Steve PollicV Outdoor Editor of

The Toledo Blade
Raffle
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Colorful clothes
help to brighten
image, outlook
by Dlna Horwedel
stall reported

A favorite red sweater
may make you look pale,
but with the help of a color
theory, you can find the
proper shades and intensities to complement your
image.
Ruth Friend, training
coordinator of management support services at
the University, said the
object of the color theory is
to find the colors of clothing and makeup that work
best for the individual.
Friend is involved with
the WBGU-TV production,
"You and Your Color
Image." which was shown
Thursday at 10 p.m.
Her interest in the color
theory began five years
ago as a booby and she has
been involved with it ever
since. Although it is not
new, Friend said people
are more conscious of their
appearance than they were
six years ago.
She added the wrong colors of clothing can detract
from a person's appearance by bringing attention
to his facial imperfections.
Clothes should smooth out
the face and draw attention to the eyes, which
should be the focal point of
the face.
"The wrong colors can
make you look old, tired,
washed out, even stern or
angry," Friend said.
Sne said certain things
can alter a person's skin
color, which can also create a negative effect.
Smoking, excessive drink-

ing of coffee, tea and colas,
the use of drugs and illness
can all make the skin appear drawn.

However, Friend said a
person's personality does
not always gravitate to the
right colors. A person
might choose certain colors because he likes them
or because they are a comfort. Some people just have
a preference for certain
colors and do not want to
change them.
The color theory offers
many benefits, especially
in Interview situations,
Friend added.
"Research says we have
anywhere from two to 10
seconds to make it (an
impression)," Friend said.
"Your image makes a
statement about your
image long before you
speak. To get there, you
have to sell yourself."
Friend said "You and
Your Color Image," will be
used on closed circuit television at the University to
help students prepare for
interviews and other important functions. If it is
successful, it will be aired
in a regular broadcast.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

352-0564

White Linen...Estee Loader's crisp, fresh fragrance that hails the
coming of spring. Plus a special offer with any 8.50 EstQe Louder purchase.

THE COLOR OF clothing should be balanced
with the color of makeup
for an optimum effect.
Makeup colors break down
in the same way skin undertones do: warm colors
(yellows) and cool colors
(blues).

American Heart
Association
*

estee louder
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1450
E. Wooster

* SANDWICH OF
THE WEEK*
Turkey Bacon Club
Sandwich
$1.99

White Linen. Eslee Lauder s refreshing perfume is the very
essence of spnng It's roses, jasmine and the season's first
flowers. Estee Lauder has captured spring's celebration in linenfresh lotions, pearly powders, moisturizing body creams and
classic White Linen sprays This is the fragrance Estee Lauder
created in celebration of everything spirited and young. Let it
become the celebration of your lifestyle. Select your fragrance
Irom White Linen perfume 25 oz, 37 50; Parfum spray 1 75oz..
23.50; Perfumed body lotion 4.5oz., 16.50; Perfumed body
powder 4.25oz , $20; Perfumed body creme 8oz., 22.50;
Not shown: Purse parfum spray 5oz. 13 50

OR

Try Our All-U-CanEat Salad Bar $2.50
SALAD BAR ONLY $1.00
EXTRA WITH PURCHASE OF
SANDWICH
NO DISCOUNTS APPLY

ESTEE LAUDER
Designing Faces, an Estee Lauder special offer A
$30 value for 8.50 with any Estee Lauder purchase
of 6.50 or more. Make-up that can enhance your
natural beauty and will give you the look that will
get you noticed The fresh glowing look that a
make-up expert can create Let our experts bring
out the designer in you Swiss Performing Extract is
a 24-hour nounshing lotion. Re-Nutnv Lipstick and
Upbrush polish with rich creamy color. Automate
Lipshine glides cotor on with ease Luscious Creme
Mascara makes lashes longer and thicker. Two luxurious fragrance versons Estee Perfumed Eiody
Creme. Estee Super Cologne Spray
Make-up artist schedule:
Tuesday, Apnl 24, 10a.m.-6p.m.
Thursday, April 26, 10a.m.-6p.m.
Cotm«tic* (D622).

The perfect way to show
your love when it's for keeps.
Artwork Is Representative

Save 30%
on in stock sets

Keepsake
Rcfittefrd Diamond Ring*

.UNJC.

l£ffELKY)TOU

Mon. thru Thurs. 10a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Sun. Noon to 5 p.m.

macys
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'Zone' director to stand trial Men jailed for triple murders
LOS ANGELES (AP) -"Twilight
Zone" director John Landis and two
colleagues were ordered yesterday to
stand trial for the helicopter crash
deaths of three actors by a judge who
said Landis put his quest for''visual
truth" ahead of safety.
Landis, special effects coordinator
Paul Stewart, and pilot Dorcey
Wingo, who handled the helicopter
that crashed onto actor Vic Morrow
and two child performers, will be
arraigned May 8 on charges of involuntary manslaughter.
The decision was a blow to the
movie industry - the first time a
director had been ordered to stand
trial for a death on the set. If convicted, the defendants could receive
sentences of six years.
Municipal Court Judge Brian Crahan dismissed charges against two
other members of the movie crew,
associate producer George Folsey
and unit production chief Dan Ailingham. The Judge said their actions did
not intentionally place the two children on the set in danger.

Because the case was "unique in hearing that ended April 9 at which
the annals of criminal law," Crahan the defense had claimed that the
said the decision had been difficult. deaths were unforseeable.
He said he believed that Landis, in his
quest for "cinema verite," placed
Yesterday, Crahan rejected that
realism on film ahead of consider- argument, saying, "This court beations of danger to the actors.
lieves a crime, to wit involuntary
Morrow, Renee Chen, 6, and Myca manslaughter, was committed in the
Le, 7 were killed July 23, 1982, when filming of the final sequence."
the helicopter crashed on them during
a scene in which huge explosions went
He dismissed two of the counts
off as they ran through a mock Viet- against Landis, Folsey and Allingham
namese village.
because they were based specifically
THE SCENE WAS being filmed for on child endangering laws. He said
the first of four separate segments the prosecution would have had to
that make up "Twilight Zone: The prove that the two children purposely
were exposed to special risks.
Movie," released last summer.
Landis and the others sat impassiBut he said Landis, Stewart and
vely as the judge read his decision.
Landis later made a brief statement Wingo had "ample warning that the
set was at least dangerous after the
to reporters.
"I am greatly relieved for my first two sequences were shot that
friends George Folsey and Dan Ai- night" at Indian Dunes Park, 40 miles
lingham," be said. I also am ex- norm of Los Angeles.
tremely disheartened that at this
"The pilot was aware of the potenstage of the judicial proceedings, betial danger in hovering the helicopter
ing innocent is not enough."
Crahan presided over a preliminary above toe actors," he said.

WILMINGTON, Ohio (AP) - Two
men accused of murdering a Clinton County couple and their 15year-old son during a robbery of
the family's rural home were jailed
without bond yesterday to face
charges of aggravated murder.
County Prosecutor Ronald Carey
said the accused men, Terry Cotfman, 29. and Danny Hooks, 39.
stole tools and guns from tool
salesman Donald Danes, then also
murdered his wife, Karen, and
their son, Rodney, to escape detection. The Danes' 5-year-old daughter, Lisa, apparently slept through
the slaughter and was unharmed.
Coffman and Hooks, who could
both be sentenced to die in the
electric chair if convicted, were
taken under heavy security into
Municipal Court for an initial appearance yesterday. Judge Frank
Jandes ordered both men confined
without bond in the county jail until
a hearing April 30.
Carey said he planned to present
evidence against the two men to a

Clinton County grand Jury yesterday.
CAREY SAID he anticipates no
further arrests in the case. The
Danes couple, both 39, and their
son were slain sometime during the
night of March 28 and a neighbor
found their bodies the following
morning, authorities said.
Carey said Coffman had been a
customer of Danes. He said tools
were taken from Danes' sales van
and guns were stolen from his
home.
The stolen items were later recovered at Hooks' home and an
undisclosed location in nearby Milford, Carey said. He said the men
were arrested on the basis of information received Friday night by
Sheriff Patrick Haley and evidence
obtained during the investigation,
but declined to discuss that information or its source.
The killers used a "blunt instru-

ment" to slay the victims, Carey
said. Authorities are not certain
whether they have recovered the
murder weapon, he said.
THE MURDER in Lees Creek, a
farming community about 15 miles
from Wilmington, sent a scare
through the area. Residents immediately began increasing security
at their homes, prompting the sheriff to call a public meeting of residents to talk with them in an effort
to calm fears.
Danes'body was found in his tool
truck, in the family's driveway,
and the other two victims were
found in the family home, authorities said.
Deputies ringed the courtroom's
interior for yesterday's bearing
and used a metal detector to frisk
spectators who entered the packed
courtroom. Coffman and Hooks,
who said little during the 15-minute
hearing, had their hands shackled.

Poll picks presidential favorites
COLUMBUS (AP)-Former Vice President Walter
Mondale and Colorado Sen.
Gary Hart fare equally
well among Ohio Democratic voters when pitted
against President Reagan.
accordim^o;wnai^>oll

3

published yesterday.
But the poll by 77ie Columbus Dispatch shows
most Ohio Democrats favoring Reagan in a race
against the Rev. Jesse
Jackson.

VISION!

Wildlife

The newspaper said it
estimated its possible margin of error on each result
at plus or minus 4 percentage points. This means, for
example, Jackson might
be ahead of Reagan 51 to 49
or Jackson might be behind 57 to 43.
The questions concerning possible November
matches were asked as
part of a poll on who Ohio
Democrats will vote for in

The statewide mail ooll
was conducted Tuesday
through Thursday last
week of 1,562 registered
voters who participated in
Democratic primaries
within the past four years.
The poll shows Mondale
and Hart would get 77 percent of the Democratic
vote to Reagan's 23 percent, but that 53 percent of
the Democrats would favor
Reagan against Jackson.

the May 8 primary. The
Dispatch said those results
showed Mondale favored
by 48 percent of the Democrats who had made up
their minds, Hart by 40
percent and Jackson by 12
percent
The poll indicated that
Hart's supporters would be
most likely to switch to the
Republicans if their candidate is not the Democratic
nominee.

SEE THE GREAT PUT—ONS, OVER
1.000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL

SINOLI
VISION

MALE DANCERS
TUESDAY, APRIL 24th
Doors open at 7:30 p.m. for the ladies.
[Men are admitted thru the Main doors at 9:30 p.m

$34.88
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CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
We have more for less.
• New ownership - same great location v
• Check us out and see the improvements
before you lease
• Talk to our present residents about
the 'NEW Campus Manor then sign fast
• We are filling up, on site Office (B-15)

JUST NORTH OF B.G. ON ROUTE 25N

OPEN DAILY
352-9302

Congratulations
SENIORS!
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with special senior discounts in
advertisements appearing
Wednesday April 25
Offer savings to all BGSU students, faculty and staff,
but congratulate seniors with an EXTRA discount with
their valid BGSU I.D. showing senior status.
Contact the BG News advertising offices at 372-2601 or see your account
representative soon!
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Greek ReviewT-Shirt DayGames

President's Reception

The Beta 50(1

Jhursday,ApriM9
Juesday, April 24
.Wednesday, April 25
(at 5:00 p.m. in
Anderson Arena)
.Thursday, April 26
3-5 p.m. in the
Ohio Suite of the Union
.Saturday April 28

Come out and support YOUR Greek System!
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Computers monitor operators

Scientists uncover virus

Possible AIDS cure found
WASHINGTON (AP) Government scientists
have found the virus that
probably causes AIDS, a
discovery that has led to a
blood test for the deadly
disease and the possibility
of developing a vaccine
within two or three years,
federal health officials announced yesterday.
"The probable cause of
AIDS has been found,"
Health and Human Services Secretary Margaret
Heckler told a news conference.
Isolating the virus and
developing a process to
mass-produce it led to a
test that should detect
AIDS - acquired immune
deficiency syndrome - in
victims even before symptoms arise and tell if donated blood supplies are
contaminated with the virus.
By identifying tnose carrying the virus and its
presence in blood, "we
should be able to assure
that blood for transfusion
is free from AIDS,"
Heckler said. "With the
blood test, we can now
identify AIDS victims with
essentially 100 percent certainty."
Dr. Edward Brandt, assistant HHS secretary for
health, said the test should

be widely available within
six months to screen donated blood, suspected to
be a source of the agent
that causes the disease
that destroys the body's
immune system.
BRANDT SAID the discovery should spur work
on a preventive vaccine,
which could be ready for
testing within two to three
years.
"What we have at the
moment is not of particularly great benefit to
those with the disease right
now," Brandt said.
Scientists at the National

Institutes of Health, and
particularly Dr. Robert
Gallo of the National Cancer Institute, were given
most of the credit for isolating the virus and devising the system to routinely
detect and grow it, a major
step for future research.
The officials said they
are so sure about the
strength of the U.S. findings, which closely parallel
work by French scientists
reported last week, that
they can declare an AIDS
breakthrough.
Four papers describing
the work of Gallo and his

many colleagues will be
Smbhshed this week in the
ournal Science.
According to Gallo and
the papers, the causative
virus appears to be a member of a family of viruses
called human T-cell leukemia virus (HTLV) previously suspected of
having a role in AIDS.

BALTIMORE (AP) - The next
time you call an airline for a reservation or a magazine company for
a subscription, there may Se a
third party monitoring your call: a
computer.
It is not what you and the operator say to each other that matters
to the computer; it is how long you
chat.
In a growing number of service
industries, phone calls are monitored by computer to gauge employee efficiency, and some
workers resent it.
A telephone operator in Baltimore with 16 years experience was

The researchers said the
new virus, called HTLV-3,
shares so many characteristics with other HTLV viruses that it has to belong
to this family despite some
structural differences.

fired recently because computerized records indicated her speed
did not meet the "Average Work
Time" standard established by her
employer, AT&T Communications,
a subsidiary of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Operator Maevon Garrett said
AT&T officials told her "my quality of work was good... but I overextended myself to customers and
stayed on the phone too long."
Garrett was later n instated,
with only a two-week susp Mision on
her record, following a protest by
the Communications Workers of
America.

The KEY...
To Winning

Buff Apartments
Now renting for 1984-85
2 bdrm. furnished Apts.
Heat,$ewage,liVater & Coble paid for by owner
Laundry Facilities and Air Conditioning
540.00 per semester per person
with 4 people
CsJ 3S2-7I82
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Summer Jobs

WINDS

104 S. MAIN ST.

Order your 1984 Yearbook
and you automatically qualify
to win:

354-1232

'800 PER MONTH

1st Prize:

SPIRITS & EDIBLES
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Trans World Airline and the U.S.
Postal Service also use such job
evaluation systems.
OFFICIALS AT TWA and at the
VS. Postal Service said employees
are not fired or transferred for
working too slowly, but a bad Average Work Time report can lead to
retraining.
The phone company's evaluation
procedure is an example of "how
the computer can turn workers into
a production line type," Miller
said. He said it causes operators
"to try to get rid of a customer real
quickly - for instance those who
stutter or can't speak English."

National corporation has summer
openings in the marketing field in
northern Indiana and north western
QUip. gaxpings to $6000 plus scholarships.

Interviews: Thursday,
April 26, 1984
Conference Room
Group Interviews at
10:00, 12:00, 2:00 and 4:00

13" Color Television
Donated by K-Mart, 1111 S. Man St.

LUNCH BUFFET

MONDAY-FRIDAY
ONLY $3.95 ALLYOUCANEAT

L

MILTON'S

Two 3rd Prizes:

Bowling Green's Party Place...

$25 Gfft Certificate
Trade Winds, 104 S. Man St.

SUNDAY - MEN'S NIGHT
TUESDAY - LADIES NIGHT
HAPPY HOURS: Monday-Friday
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FAST, FREE
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□ I'LL TAKE A YEARBOOK

Soc. Sac. No.

'—' Charge the cost ($16.95) to my
account.
Do not pay for your book unB
you are bled by the Bursar

The 1984 KEY
Sand to Tha KEY offica, 310 Studant Sar/lcas and ba
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] I WON'T BE HERE
In September, 1985. Mat my
book to the address on the beck
of this card and bi me $3.50.

352-1693
Or slop by at Tha KEY or Tha BG Naws offica, 106 U-Hall, to rag I star.
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Falcon women harriers set
barrage of personal records
by Phillip B. Wilson
sports reporter

T*e women's track team was very
successful last Saturday as the Falcons recorded nine personal bests and
eleven placings In a six-team meet
held at the University of Michigan.
The meet consisted of the Wolverines, Michigan State, Central Michigan, Marauette, Saginaw Valley, and
London Western, a club team from
Ontario. The scoring was based on
individual performances with no
team scores compiled.
Leading the women was two-time
defending Mid-American Conference
champion Laura Murphy, who won
the 1,500 meter run with a school
record time of 4:27.99.
IN ADDITION to her 1500 meter
success, Murphy's time in the 800
meter run, which she set a new school

record for two weeks ago at the Dogwood Relays in Tennessee, put her at
second place in the MAC behind senior Ad-American Kathy Williams
from Ohio University.
"Her last two weekends have
shown that she is running real well,"
head coach Pat Brett said. "It's nice
to see her run this well this early in
the season."
The women enjoyed four second
place efforts, including tri-captain
Kim Jamison, who also ran well in the
100 meter dash, finishing with a time
of 11.71 seconds. The other three were
Kathy Schenkel in the 10,000 meter
with a time of 36:13.8, Debbie Owens
in the long jump with a leap of 17'V,
and Barb Veselich's throw in the
javelin of 131'2".
Sophomore Sara CoUas finished
third in the 10,000 meters with a time

BG tracksters fare poorly

of 36:14.67, while Helen Poe had a
personal best in the 3,000-meter with a
time of 10:03.4. Tri-captain Bev Lynch
also ran for a personal best in the 5,000 meter run with a time of 17:45.49.
ROUNDING OUT the finishes, Karen Righter jumped 33 feet to take
fourth in the triple jump, and Karen
Ventolo was fourth in the 100 meter
hurdles after she recorded a time of
14.61 seconds.
Brett believes the Falcons are
steadily improving for the MAC
championships held May 18-19 at
Eastern Michigan.
"We were pleased with the team's
efforts and a good indicator of our
improvement is the number of PR's
(personal records) we have been getting," she said. "We are looking forward to more improvement this
weekend when we travel to the Becky1
Boone Relays at Eastern Michigan.'

The next three weeks of the
season will be a key time for the
men's track team's development in
preparation for the Mid-American
Conference Championships held at
Kent State, May 17-19, according to
head coach Tom Wright.
The Falcons did not run well
against teams from Tennessee.
Kentucky, Eastern Michigan, ana
ten other schools in the Kentucky
Relays meet held last Friday and
Saturday in Lexington. The men
had no first place performances
and only enjoyed nine placings.
Running a personal best time of
9:20.3, Tom Franek finished second
in the steeplechase to lead the
Falcon finishes. The next best effort was in the 5,000 meter where
Jeff Boutelle and Doug Hogrefe
were second and third respec-

The faster first section produced
a sixth place finish by Dan Gruneisen, with a time of 14:30.7, who also
ran for a personal best in the 1500
meter with a time of 3:50.7. Scott
Wargo's time of 3:50.73 in the same
event was also a personal best and
Doug Sauers finished at 3:53.73, a

Although the team is experiencing many personal bests, Wright
hasn't been satisfied with the
team's point scoring efforts and he
hopes that the team will improve
this weekend. Most likely 10 Falcons will get the call on the trip to
Philadelphia this Friday and Saturday for the Perm Relays, with the
remainder of the team participating in the Baldwin-Wallace Invitational held Saturday under
assistant coach Sid Sink, according
to Wright.
"It's a key time for us now and
we have to continue to develop in
turning in good times and looking
positively towards the MAC
championships in May," Wright

a>»«nnal best.

THE 4M METER hurdles produced another seasonal best, frith
Bryan Malsam's time of 55.2 seconds, while Jay Harper finished
fifth in the 110 meter hurdles with a
time of 15.19 seconds. Clark Fox
rounded out the individual efforts
with a sixth place finish in the 10,000 meter run.
The relay teams recorded a
fourth place finish in the distance
medley relay, as the team of Doug
Sauers, Keith Glover, Kirk Short,
and Scott Wargo turned in a time of

■SVU'^ffOLLEGE NIGHT

HELP WANTED

9:59 flat. The sprint relay team of
Chuck Morgan, Derek Smith, Keith
Glover, and Jay Yuhas finished
sixth with a time of 3:33.8.

, in the second section of that

by Phillip B. Wilson
sporls reporter

said.
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FOOD OPERATIONS EMPLOYMENT

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR UFE

Food Operations job applications for Fall 1984
employment will be distributed to students on:
Wednesday, April 25, 1984, 8:00
a.m. to 12:00 Noon only in the Second Floor
Lounge, Student Services Building.
Thursday, April 26, 1984, 1:00 p.m.
to 5*00 p.m. only in the Forum of the Student
Services Building.
Students will be limited to two (2) applications in
order to insure that as many students as possible
have the opportunity to apply for a job with Food
Operations. Students should take the completed
application to the appropriate dining hall/snack bar
by Friday, May 4, 1984. Applications will not be
accepted after that date.
PLEASE NOTE: This will probably be the only time
for Upperclassmen to obtain an application for Fall
Employment with Food Operations due to the fact
that Student Employment applications will be taken
during Pre-Reg this summer and any remaining jobs
will be filled at that time.

•E'S'D'

POTATO$3.95
SKINS

ADULTS '2.99
A Chopped Steok or Filet ol Fish Dinner with Boked Potato, Warm
Roll with Butter and the World's Biggest, Best Salad Buffet, or...
Enjoy o Ribeye Steak Dinner Complete for just $3.59.

Entire Month
of April *
The Best
Appetizers
in Town

CHILDREN .99
Hamburger or Hot Dog with Choice of Potato
and Pudding or Gelatin.
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SUNDANCE
352-1092
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NOW RENTING
lor

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

SUMMER

Meadowview Court
Apartments

* Efficiencies

• / i2 Mm nulls
available

214 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

GREENBRIAR INC.
352-0717

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

Students planning to return to BGSU next fall and wish to be
employed by Food Operations should not miss this opportunity for
early application.

•all utilities included •gas heat "laundry
facilities •drapes •carpet *pafty & game room
•swimming pool •sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

JOINVOLKOLYMPIANIS
AND GO FOR JOSTENS GOLD

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-fumished $265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

This Week!

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished $2O0-unfurnished
all utilities included, separate bedroom
fm MBiwrtMi to —mi Hnim xpi m\t> luti
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THE BROTHERS OF KAPPA
Q
SIGMA WOULD LIKE TO
s CONGRATULATE THEIR
3 GRADUATING SENIORS
u

$25 OFALL
I4KGOLD RINGS
See tour losten s Representative for details of lostens Easy Payment Plans.
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IOSTENS IS THE OFFICIAL AWNRPS SUPPLIER OF THE 1984 OLYMPIC OWES.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
rHi MOST CONVI NIEM
..V CLOSE TO REC Cl NTI R
RES INTRAMURA! ■
IITY ROW. BANK FAS! FO<
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DATE: April 24-Tues.
TIME: 9:30 p.m.
PLACE: MSC 210
ADMISSION: FREE
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' Gas heat, hot water and cook
inq included
ill monthly electric bill)
• Spacious 2 bdrm. apts.
furnished.
Fast, dependable. 24 hr.
maintenace
In-house laundry centers.
• Plenty of storage area.
1
Now accepting applicationsfor
summer and next fall.
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Falcons edge Ohio;
fall to Huskies, 6-3
by Jean Dimeo
sports reporter

After last weekend's triangular
meet, Bowling Green's women's tennis coach June Stack said the Falcons
must improve their performances
against conference teams if they expect to move up the ranks of the MidAmerican Conference. The netters
edged Ohio University 5-4, while suffering a disappointing loss to Northern Illinois, 6-3.
"We should have really outplayed
Ohio University because they haven't
been doing that well this season,"
Stack said. "And we lost all three
doubles matches Friday (against
NIU) - that really hurt us."
NIU only has just above a .500
record and OU has yet to win a match
against a conference team this season.
The Falcons are now 3-3 overall and
2-2 in the MAC.
Injuries seem to be standing in the
way of BG's success this season. First
netter Cindy Scheper is suffering
from a leg injury and missed most of
this weekend's action. Scheper has
been injuried for over a week, but
played in the first doubles match
against OU with second netter Stacey
Hudkins Saturday.

Hudkins and Scheper, who both
looked in top form, easily defeated
OU's Stephanie Osborne and Polly
Gray in their first doubles match, 6-3,
6-2.
"I really thought we could have
won (Friday) if we had the services of
Cindy," Stack said. "Unfortunately,
we can't just move up every player
into the next position.
EACH PLAYER must remain in
their designated singles position
throughout the season, or their standings could be affected in MAC tournament matches, Stack said.
Senior Diane Hamilton replaced
Scheper in the top spot, but the firstSear netter could not compete with
er experienced opponents. Hamilton, who holas the eighth position on
the team, joined the Falcons in January after three freshmen netters
became academically ineligible.
"I never expected to be in this
position, but I nave been trying my
hardest," Hamilton said. "All I can do
is my best."
Hamilton lost to NUI's Jackie Rotsaert 6-0, 6-0, but pressured OU's
Donna Patterson during every set of
the match Saturday. Trie senior lost
the match in the third set, 5-7,6-4,3-6.
Hamilton also teamed up with Hudkins against NIU's first doubles pair,

Rotsaert and Gail Wronski. But the
newly formed BG pair could not coordinate their efforts, and lost to Rotsaert and Wronski in two sets, 6-3, 6-1.
STACK SAID Hamilton seemed a
little nervous last weekend, but
looked impressive during the Patterson match.
"She is under a lot of pressure, but
has received a lot of support from her
teammates," Stack said
Hudkins won both her singles
matches last weekend, dominating
her NIU and OU opponents. Hudkins
displayed her impressive serve Saturday morning, winning several
straight points against Cheryl
Prominski at the Keefe Tennis
Courts.
"I tried to play smart and not over
hit the ball," she said after Saturday's
match. "It was so windy that the ball
would sail on one side and wouldn't
even go anywhere on the other."
Hudkins defeated Prominski, 6-1,64, and NIU's Wronski, 6-0, M, Friday
at Sliadow Valley in Toledo.
BG travels to Columbus today to
face Ohio State. Scheper is scheduled
to return to action in the first singles
position for the Falcons.

pnoto/Phi! Masturzo
Bowling Green women's tennis team member Lyn Brooks returns a shot from an Ohio University opponent in Saturday's
Courts. Brooks and her doubles partner Becky Burkhart lost the match, but the team beat the Bobcats 5-4.

meei al Keefe

BG netters drop matches to Miami and Toledo
by Tom BS3
sports reporter

Before this weekend's conference
matches against Miami and Toledo
Bowling Green tennis coach Bob Gill
made three predictions. They all
came true, but Gill was hardly
pleased with their outcome.
First, Gill said the league-leading
Miami Redskins would probably beat
the BG netters. which they did 9-1.
Secondly, he called 0-2 Toledo a MidAmerican Conference sleeper that
would upset several good teams.

which the Rockets did, surprising the
Falcons 5-4.
And finally, he added that BG's
doubles teams would have to improve
from last weekend's 2-4 performance
or they would not beat either team,
which they didn't, posting a dismal 1-5
mark and losing two of the final three
matches in the Toledo contest.
The two setbacks in the BG quadrangular dropped the Falcons' MAC
mark to 1-3,12-9 overall, and virtually
eliminated them from the conference
title race.
THE FALCONS salvaged one vic-

tory by beating Indiana-Purdue at
Fort Wayne 8-1, but, Gill said it was
by far the team's most disappointing
weekend of the season.
BG first-man Jim Demos said prior
to the opening match against Miami,
on Friday, Falcon expectations for a
"'- of MAC victories were running
'•Going into this weekend we kind of
thought we could win both of them,
(Ml/and UT matches)," Demos said.
"No one expected us to lose to Toledo
and with the loss of five of last year's
six players we really thought we

might beat Miami."
However, the Redskins, whose 106-2
conference mark over the last 12
years illustrates their dominance,
limited the Falcons to just four set
wins.
Demos. 1-3 in the MAC, 11-10 overall, was the only Falcon netter to beat
the Redskins, outlasting Scott Warren
7-5, 4-6, 6-3. Second-man Steve Beier,
who owns the team's best record at 148, 2-2, lost a close 7-6,7-6, decision to
MU's Todd Leeson.
Fifth and Sixth-men Alan Benson
and Warren Kramer suffered their

Softballers sauced by Tartars in pair
by Steve Qulnn
f ossistonl sports et»q '

Hits were not plentiful in the doubleheader between Bowling Green
and Wayne State in Detroit, Mich, last
Friday, as the Falcon Softball team
dropped both games by scores of 5-3
The Falcons out bit the Tartars 6-5
in the opener, but were out hit 2-1 in
the second game. Kathy Fisher got
the team's only hit in the seventh
inning, foiling Joan Lipka's bid for a
Jean Barringer got WSU's only two
hits, coming in the first and third
innings. Helena Kavalaar held the
other Tartars hitless in all other innings, striking out three batters.
In the first inning Sue Baudino led
the game off with a walk and advanced to second on a Caroline Cole
sacrifice. A Sandy Krebs' error put
runners on first and third, leading to
Barringer's two-run double.

Barringer singled in the third to
give the Tartarethair final hit.
"It was real hard to get up for this
game," BG head coach Gall Davenport said. "We would have rather
played at home. We play very well at
home (five wins out of six games).
Maybe it was because if was Easter
weekend."
HEIDI NESTVOGEL saw some
action behind the plate in the final two
innings of the game. Gail Davenport
said she wanted to give Nesvogel
some time at catcher in case Fisher
(BG's regualar catcher) would get
injured.
Before sustaining a broken arm and
a dislocated elbow, Veronica Miller
saw a great deal of action at catcher.
Since then, Davenport has had to
adjust the lineup and work players at
foriegn positions.
In the opener, BG's bats came
alive, but so did WSU's bats. In the
third, with BG's Mary Kay Bryan on
the mound, WSU's Liz Klerome
reached base on Ann Bracale's error

and advanced to second on Deb
Smith's single. A walk to Bandfno
loaded the bases for Carol Krause.
Krause responded with a triple to
left center field, bringing in three
runs, but was stranded at third.
BG, however, would not give up as
the team responded with two runs in
the top of the fourth, bring the Falcons within one.
Amy Wright reached first on a base
on balls, and Fisher followed with a
double to bring home Woght. Fisher
moved to third on a wild pitch by
Roxanne Szczesniaka, and then
scored on Nestvogel's single to left.
"We made efforts late in the
game," Fisher said. "We didn't just
give up and die."
THE TARTARS increased their
lead with two more runs in the sixth,
but the Falcons came up with another
in the top of the seventh to make the
final score 5-3.
Davenport credited WSU with fine
play over the weekend.
''Wayne State may be a Division H
team, but they play mostly Division I

schools," Davenport said, "They are
a nationally ranked team in division

n.

"In spots the inconsistency is still
there," she said. "When we are hitting, our fielding is off, and when our
fielding is on, our bats are silent."
However, Davenport cited some
positive aspects of the season and her
young team.
"The kids are coming off the bench
and getting on base," Davenport said.
"We nave kids playing out of position
and playing well. Our fielding is also
improving. Playing with just two
pitchers doesn't give us too many
opportunities. Fisher would be pitching more had Ronnie Miller not been
tanned."
The Falcons will have their chance
to get back on the winning track when
they host Toledo tomorrow. They
stand at 9-18, and hope to end a threegame losing streak. Maybe their liking for the home field will help them
work their way in to double-digit win
column.

Linksters have off course weekend
by Karl Smith
sports reporter

Both golf squads faired poorly last
weekend as the ladies finished behind
12 teams in the 15-team field at Ohio
State, while the men suffered a worse
setback, winding up in the 18th spot
out of 20 teams at the Mid-American
Conference Invitational at DeKalb.
DL THe men also placed third out of
six teams at the Barney Francis Memorial in Toledo.
The women suffered their setback
for a variety of reasons. First of all,
they were playing at OSU, which has
not been a friendly place for BG
golfers. The course was made even
more difficult with the addition of a
good don of rain and wind, adding
another opponent for the Falcons.

THE LOSS ended the Falcons'
spring season after only two tourneys
and according to BG's Susanne Ohlsson, the shortened schedule made it
difficult for the lady Falcons to prepare.
"It's so hard because we don't have
a spring (training) trip," Ohlsson
said. "We could prepare better here,
but the weather has been so bad. With
just two tourneys, it's tough to prepare, especially mentally.
Claire Batista, a sophomore, was
BG's low scorer as her identical
rounds of 86 gave her a total of 172,
followed by Ohlsson who tallied 175 on
rounds of 8946.
THE MEN went to DeKalb looking
to give themselves some positive momentum as they faced all of their

Tribe wins, 3-1
CLEVELAND (AP) - Rick SutcUffe scattered six hits over 7 2-3
innings, and Tony Bemasard
tripled in a run and scored as the
Cleveland Indians defeated the
Texas Rangers 3-1 yesterday.
Sutcliffe, 3-1, gave up one run,
struck out four and didn't walk a
hatter before'giving way to Ernie
fi«nm*A with two outs in the
eighth inning. Camacho pitched 113 scoreless innings for his third

THE INDIANS, who had loaded
the bases with one out but failed to
score in the third inning, scored
twice in the fifth against Charlie
Hough, 1-2.
Otis Nixon walked, took second
on Brett Butler's sacrifice bunt and
scored on Bernaxard's triple to
right center. Julio Franco followed
with a double down the left field
line, scoring Bernaxard.
In the eighth. Franco singled,
stole second and scored on Andre
Thornton's single.

MAC rivals and a nemesis or two sters, as they finished two strokes
from the Big Ten. The results, how- behind second place Toledo and eight
ever, were nothing near what they behind first place Kent State. Meek
and Larochelle led BG with a one day
were looking for.
OSU took top team honors with a scores of 73 each. Neither tourney
584 score followed by Purdue at 596. came close to the expectations that
MAC leader Kent State was third at head coach A.J. Bonar had.
"It was just a disaster." said Bo602. Bowling Green could hardly see
the leaders as they scored a total of nar. "The first two men didn't play
well and you expect them to."
702.
Bonar stressed that Connelly and
Setting the individual pace was the
Buckeyes' Chris Perry whose fine Larochelle, the two top men, never
rounds of 66-74 totaled 140. The Fal- quit and kept trying their best.
cons were lead by junior Tim Rodgers
"They just had first rounds where
with a 150 on rounds of 73-77 good for a
14th place tie. Co-captains Dan Con- everything went wrong," said Bonelly, 78-79-157, and Jean "Frenchy" nar. They kept their wits about them
Larochelle, 85-76-161, were next for and didn't lose their cool."
The Falcons will get a chance to get
BG, although Rodgers was the only
untracked Monday May 30, when they
Falcon in the top 20.
THE FRANCIS Memorial held travel to Kent State Invitational to
more bad results for the Falcon link- face the top MAC teams

first conference defeats. Redskin marathon to UT's Brad Minns and
Dave Lawton squeaked by Kramer 6- Matt Collins.
After absorbing the two MAC losaes
1,2-6,7-6, while John Deering's 6-4,6-0
win over Benson snapped his five- the Falcons took out their frustrations0
on IUPU, limiting them to onb/**
match unbeaten streak.
AGAINST TOLEDO, the teams set wins. Benson, who had a M weeksplit the six singles matches with end, upped his record to 13-8,3-1, with
Beier, Benson, and Kramer logging an easy 6-0, 6-1 victory over Greg
wins for the Falcons. Benson and Hershenberger. While Demos, Beier,
Kramer raised their doubles record to Boysen, ana Hoecker registered the
2-2, 7-5 with a 6-2, 6-3, triumph, while other singles wins.
The Falcons return to action Friday
Demos and BG captain Eric Hoecker
lost 7-6,6-2. With tile score knotted at when they travel to DeKalb, DL to
4-4 Beier and Rick Boysen, who were face Northern Illinois, Ohio Univer11-5, lost a heart-breaking 6-4, 4-6,6-4 sity and Bradley.

Hardballers split
with CMU nine
by Ted Possonte
sports reporter

Bowling Green took a big step in
establishing themselves as a contender in the Mid-American Conference baseball race by spliting a
four-game road series with conference leader Central Michigan in
Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
The Falcons lost the opener, 3-0
as freshman lefthander Todd Hall
(4-1) lasted just 3* innings. CMU
scored all three runs in the fourth
inning on just two hits as Hall and
reliever Chuck Steward issued a
total of four walks to the Chips.
Steward kept CMU in check the
rest of the way, but CMU southpaw
Jay Phillion (3-0) scattered tour
hits to earn the win.
The second game featured
CMU's top pitcher, Dave Schootz
and the Falcons' earned run average leader, John Maroli.
Schootz came into the game with
a 22-inning scoreless streak, but it
was abruptly ended as outfielder
Brian Radanovich sent his first
offering over the centerfield fence
for 1-0 BG lead.
IN THE SECOND frame Doug
Spees led off with a double. Two
outs later Todd Dues sent a slow
chopper to third that was turned
into a two-base error scoring
Spees. The two runs were all Maroli needed to raise his record to 24-1.
Maroli scattered six hits over
seven innings to win 2-1.
The third game started out much
like the first, as CMU jumped all
over BG starter Joe Becraft early,
scoring three runs in the second
frame before reliever Jim Cox was
able to retire the Chips.
BG answered back with RBI
singles by Rusty Krugh and Larry
Arndt in the third to cut the margin
to 3-2. In the sixth inning the Falcons tied up the game with Dues
again reaching on an error, this

time scoring Greg Engler, win
opened the frame with a single.
CMU decided the game fa the
bottom of the seventh, tallying an
unearned run off Cox to win 4-3.
Cox (0-3) was tagged with the loss
despite allowing one unearned run
over five innings.
BG JUMPED OUT to an early
lead in game four. In the first
inning Arndt and Engler each had
RBI singles scoring Radanovich
and Jamie Reiser.
The Falcons padded their lead to
4-0 in the second inning as Radanovich hit a two-run homer scoring
Tim Hatem.
The Falcons added another run
in the third as Arndt singled, stole
second and scored on Dave 011verio's single. CMU finished off the
scoring, tallying a pair of runs off
winning pitcher Carl Moraw (3-5)
in the sixth inning. Moraw pitched
a three hitter, but walked eight
CMU batters.
The Falcons record stands at 1518-1 overall, 5g-l in the MAC.
CMU's record is 18-10, W in conference play.
Radanovich came into the series
hitting .200 with no homers and
eight RBIs, but his showing didn't
come as a surprise to BG head
coach Ed Platzer.
"Brian is a much better hitter
than he has shown up to the Central
series," Platzer said. "Both of his
homers gave us a big lift this
weekend, especially the one to
leadoff the game."
Platzer was pleased with a split
in the road series, but thought the
Falcons could have won three over
the weekend.
"We had a good shot in game
three, but we couldn't bunt our
runners into scoring position and It
cost us a couple of scoring
nites," Platzer said. "Over!
that, we played well this
and that should help our confidence."

Rapp says Reds are progressing despite record
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The Cincinnati Reds have lost eight of their
last nine games, but Manager Vern
Rapp says the club is making progress.
The slump has dropped the Reds
into a familiar position - last place in
the National League West, where they
have finished the past two seasons.
The Reds, 5-11 this season, were off
yesterday as they flew to Atlanta to
start a three-game series with the
Braves tonight.
"We have a lot of work to do," Rapp
said. "We're making progress,

though, and sometimes I wonder if the
people realize that. Things are beginning to come together for us the way
we want them to. I wanted to start off
well. I said that in spring."
RAPP WAS encouraged by the
Reds' 5-4, comeback victory Saturday
over the San Francisco Giants, fueled
by Tony Perez's two-run, pinch-hit
triple, the triumph snapped a sevengame losing streak.
"There is something to be said for
having troubles early like we did,"
Rapp said. "I hope you understand
what I'm saying. If those things hap-

pen early in the season, like poor
defense or pitching, you can do something to change it. So it's not all bad to
have a tough stretch like that.
"I'm not saying it's over," he said.
"I hope it is. But we are making
progress."

until the Reds hired him last October.
The Giants belted Cincinnati M
Sunday in the San Francisco series
finale, with Reds starter Frank Pawtore taking the loss. Pastore. now ML
has allowed 12 runs and 17 hits in IS
and one-third innings.

THE REDS' SLIDE has created
early headaches for Rapp, who is
trying to prove himself as a major
league manager. He managed the St.
Louis Cardinals for lVfc seasons until
his mid-season firing in 1978, and then
served as a Montreal Expos coach

Dave Conception, the Reds' veteran shortstop and team rnfrtnay
played Sunday even though he was
suffering from a slight ear infection.
Giants team physician Dr. Chris Myers examined Conception before the
game.
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Attention all OrlanUUon LWHII
Orientation Leader Review Day li
Sunday, April 2*. Welch your mall
trxdeteNel
Attention Criminal Justice atalora:
Final CJO mmling ol lha year,
Monday, April ]0 al 9:00 p.m. Wi
win ba maatlng hi Room E231
Harahman. Induction ol new ohV
ear* to be Iota and by a get-iogelher at SemB'a. All criminal
(uatlca mafora are encouraged to

Cash for cam Last week lor racy
dng> Plaaaa pick up your money.
Alumnum cant w* ba cotactad today horn 10 30-3 30 «i me student
services Forum You wet receive
20Mb. Sponsored by me Enwronmental Interest Group Meeting tonight 8 pm. 102 BA

—Oat
The AMA a rotting Its membership
drive starting Aprl 23 through Frt,
Apr. 27. The marketing dub a) open
to al majors ft has plenty ol opportu
rvty tor mvotvement Sign-up thai
weak In the BA lobby ft save $S 00
*.■■* Cash Meeting far el
sasay saaora al BGSU New alert
designs to be subyact ol (he eveningcome order yours now' 9 pm In 222
M8C.
Susan Caaen horn the Sandueky
Vatay Domestic Violence Shelter wn
present Inlormabon on the myths ft
Iscta about domestic violence Free ft
open to al.7 30 pm. 212 Hayes Hal.
sponsored by Woman tor Women
Dr Teuneo Akaha. Assailant Proles
sot. Department ol PoUOcal Science.
v*a grve a pmanetton onaeed "Theory Z. The Japanese Approach
lo Marvagemenr — at me Thursday.
Aprl 28th maatlng ol lha Metropol
Han Toledo Chapter ol the American
Society tor Pubec Adrnaastretion
(ASPAI For more rtormabon contacl
Dr Frank UcKenna. Oapartmant ol
Pomcal Science {372-29211. before
Tuesdev. Aprl 24lh

Open Audeton tor 1984-85 Unrversty Pertorming Oancars. Weds . Apr!
25 8:00 P m 201 Hayes Hal Wor
rraeon. D Tel. 2-2395

PERSONALS
A Bellied Congratulation! 10 Jail
Da Muth and Debbie Durbin on their
lag Ep-AxO lavaUertng. Deb-Ws

LOST AND FOUND

ado* you a We ol 'aunahliia'.
ELECTIONS
TUESOAY, April 24th
WIMIAIOO P.M

LOST Block Lab Puppy with white
paws Name tack Reward Cat
Frank at 372-2838 days. 888-7571

JACK'* BAKERY
ICE CREAM DELIVERY
354-1001 EVEMNOS

LOST- 2 gold bracelets, one box
cham a one braided chain Sentimental value Very large reward II found
Cat 372-3818
LOST a double strand gold bracelet
watt a heart connecting the 2 abends
Was epeckeV made as a graduation
Cal 372-1923
LOST Odd bracelet on go* course
4/13(84 Reword"' 372-1188

Brain BardWel Bro. ties la it-our last day' Can
you befteve how quickly the Bma has
gone? The leers' Wei I meant every
word whan I told you I have Vie
utmoat respect ft adrmraaon lor you ft
cherish our IrtendeNp You wB elways have a vary, vary special place
m my heart Let's celebrate wtln AsO.
No?
Karen.
PS So The Boys" don't Sxe my
humor, eh? Tel 'em aorry lor the
riwjurxlerslandtog. but those I lest
with are those I love

LOST
GREY WOOL SKIRT
DROPPED WEDNESOAY 4/18/84
BETWEEN BA BLDQ AND UNION
PLEASE CALL 352-7857
FOUMeD-Slngla key on Chan-day ol
DU bete race Back stretch by Tech.
Bkxj parking lot Cal Rob 2-3855 to
darn

Cheryl Johnson: Our year ootildn'l
ken bean better without you.
Thanks a toHUren. Laura. Bill,
Paul. Krlaten, Julie ft Paulina.
Ondy ft KimThanks lor die Oder to JAM w«h you
at Fie Sorry we couldn't make II
Hope you hod a good Une We cen'l
warl to compare Ian anas
Tom ft Bl

Tackar Typing/Word Processing
when QueSty counts
Nancy 352-0809

Congratulation! Karen Hales and
John Graham on your lavellerlng!
Lave, The Alpha XI'*.

TUTORING
Basic Mam - Algebra - Ceiculua
Reodmg — Grammar — Composition
Cal 874-3349 attar 8 p.m.
OAKHURST LEARNING CENTER

Introducing the FASTEST Turnaround
in Bowling Green from the Resume PRO'S.
A one page Resume Typeset and Printed in

EARTH DAY IS COMING
ENGRAVABLES
Personekied guts calakjg,
sand Si.00 to Engrave-A-Sign-Ltd
123 S Main SI. Ftodtoy. Ohio

Foots Typing
excessnt queHy 80vpege
some pickup available
689 2579 anytime

45840

Prolesskmsl Typing
Reasonable Rales
353-6659 Evenings ft weekends

We w* deduct SI 00 from first order
HAPPY HOURS st SAM B'S
5*7 pm A 10 pm-rradnMe.
BRING A FRIENOM

TYPING
Done lo order Pick-up a delivery
service aval Cat 352 7801

Lew Demm Shirts
Reg 28 95 Now 19 86
Lev! Super Slraights
Reg 27 95 now 17.95
Indigo ft While
JEANS N' THUGS
631 Ridge
Open lonite M 8:00

Expert Typing
Reasonable Rales
Cal 352-7305 alter 5 30pm

48 Hours

Word Processing — Typing
Reasonable — Fast

without any rush charges!

Cal 352 8480
Menrllle Medneaa Is Corning

M dice's

Our Services Are
Many.. So Give Us
a Call

quick print, inc.

352-5762
111 S. Main

Summer Loll Storage Service
Free loll pickup
and fall loll delivery
S18 II ordered by 5/1 after, $22
Optional dismantling avaaable
52 3836. manager. Preston Gandj
Cal now lo' nlormation

MEN OF THETA CHI
WE HAVE THE KEY
f YOU HAVE THE KEG
MR. SPOCK, WHAT DO YOU MAKE
OF THIS SITUATION ON MAY 2,

1984?
I don l know Captain Kirk Why don't
we ask the alens ol UAO?
Newa Flashl
An AP8 has been put out by the
BOSU pooce lor lha kidnapping ol
Prout'e adorable aagator. He waa Bel
aeen on the ground heeway of Prowl
Hal. The green creature la sadly
missed by It's family Any information
pertaining lo Ihe kidnapping would be
helpful. Reward given for the capture
ol Ihe thief
Sincerely.
The "Catch ihe Prout Feeing" Fam-

SUMMER SPECIALS

Efficiencies

$150 month all utilities

1 Bedroom

*v

$175 month all utilities paid

womomo ST

JACK'S BAKERY
HUGE ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES
DELIVERED EVENINGS
354-1001

$200 month plus gas & elec
(landlord pays water and sewage)

Meadowview Court
Apartments

THE WEU'

WANTED
ROOMMATE NEEDED:
1 F tor 84 85 ach yr 2 bfca oil
campus, own beam Cal Kathy at 2
6148 or -5243.
F. new needed tor aummer to ahara
Parkview Mobsa Home S160/mo.
own barm Cal Joy 372-5038

Sign UP NOW lor
PUTIN-BAY
Aprl 28 9 am 7:30 pm
»13. person

1 F. rmto needed tor 84 85 ach. yr
Apartment of 2nd SI Cal Vck, 372
3888
.
M rmte rieadad for summer Cal
Paul 372-1188.
M. ftnmle needed tor aummer, own
bdrm mce ha-n. house 1 bat from
campua For Into cal Gary 3528384

SUE SCHMaDT-YOU'VE DONE A
GREAT MB TOO SEMESTER ANO
I'M DAMN PROUD OF YOUI GET
PSYCHED FOR STUDENT TEACHING AND HAPPY HOURS EVERY
FRIDAY I JB.L

2 F. noomniesai needed tor aummer
naeaonebla Rani. Ctoaa to campus,
Cal Karen. 352-7286

Congratulations on making pommel I ettee. I knew thai you could do
fl. Good luck with enema and get
psyched for summer.
Love ye, Deneen

1 Fm luumnaai needed tor aummer
S85 on/mo Cloee to campus, cal
382-7170
2 F Isimilaa need apt. 84-85 ach.
yr. Ctoaa to campus, (non-arnokarsl
Cat 362-6642.
,

The Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epeeon
would Ska to congratulate Chris Vebtta and Ondy Onomen on lhe»
pinnaig -Beel ol kick you two.
The Brothers of Kappa Sigma would
■ke to thank al those DQ'a who
oerticipeled In Die Greek Review You
hetoed make 11 a big succeea

Heap! Sudden Oponkigl Need rmte
tor aummer and or next year. Can
make exoeSsnt daeH 320 N Summt/2bs-a from campus Own room,
own driveway Cal mike 352-3780
If nol mare, please leave meeesge

The Brothers of Kappa Sigma wouks
■te to cengratulate Marta Eawey for
being chosen our Kappa Sk) Dream
OH We made the right choloal

adad
Wanted: Female
ate
tor Summer. Please ea* Ellen tor
more lalarasaSir, »MS0S

The Brotheri ol Delia Tau Detla
would like to oongratulete the tallowing couplet on thaw Ml 111
Inge: Mike HotricMer 1 Lias Morgan
(A Chi O). Guy Smith * Michelle
Murphy (A Chi 01- Kaean Slake ft
Carolyn Present (Alpha XI Oettal.
■Dropping like Flee"

WHAT'S THE PROBLEM
need a
sporty tunVehed 1-person apt. for
summer I have the right one for
you"1 Ctoaa to campua. 403 2nd ft
tegh S>
Col P. C. 3SMH0.
F needed to help sublease apt
Cloee lo campua
Summer 84
2 1635

Tuxedo Rental
JEANS N TOtNGS
631 Ridge
EARTH DAY IS CC-aBNOI
Volunteers needed for
PEERADVWNG
For Ihe week ol Apr! 30May 4. Appscabons avaaable
m 405 Student Servicee
Deaoane Wed Aprl 26th

HELP WANTED
SUMMER JOBS FOR SPORTS
MMOEO. HARD WORKING. STUDENTS OPENINGS IN MANY PARTS
OF OHIO. S20O A WEEK ANO UP.
TWELVE WEEKS GUARANTEED
FOR MORE NFORMATION COME
TO:
Baal Western Falcon Motel
Meeting Room 13
at 11:00am. 1.00pm or 3:00pm
Wed . Aprl 25. 1984

WHITE WATER RAFTING
Aprl 27. 28. 29
$60 upon sign up In
UAO OFFICE

99- BREAKFAST
Ham, bacon, or sausage, 2 eggs
loest and coffee — Man.—Fit
S ass. — 1 pm. only with this ad.
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412 E Wooeter St
Expires 4-27-S4

ALASKAN SUMMER JOBS: For mformebon send S.A.S.E. to Alaskan
Jobs. Box 40235. Tucson. Arizona
S6717.
Attention Buskiesa and Pre-ProleasKmal Students. Do you have your
summer work mod up? Greet Experience ft Cotege CradH lor herdworktig sludenta-WHa 824 8th St '1.
B.Q , Oreo 43402 Sand name, ad

6 IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS
FOR S44 THROUGH THE US GOVERNMENT? GET THE FACTS TODAY! CALL (312) 742-1142 EXT
1794.

Counselors Camp Wayne. N.E.
Perme 8/22-8/22 On campua Inter
views arranged tor May 10th Man
eel MUe» person to person cooed
at 518-599-4682 and women cal
Noel person to person coeect al 516
888-3217
Specialties needed
Woman-Tennis. W.S.I.. Nalure/campmg. Guitar. Photo. R.N Drawing/Painting
Waleraki.
CanteerVSneck Bar Mgr Grp Ldrs
(2H) Msn-Tenrss, Art. Sports. WSI,
Soccer. Roear Hockey, Driver

EUROPE! trom S469 Round** ek
(DetroHFianklu-tl. S370 2 mo EURALPASS. Hoelele Rainbow Tours
800/253-4014
Abortion, Pregnancy Teeta
Student Rates
Center for Choice
Downtown Toledo (419) 255-7789
•Sad
Attention Quysl Ho •boy
next year at the Alpha XI Delia
House: Can Annette H Intereeted
372-4907

SUMMER JOBS
ROYAL PRESTIGE HAS SUMMER
WORK AVAILABLE IN MANY AREAS
OF THE STATE TWELVE WEEKS
GUARANTEED $230 A WEEK AND
UP FOR MORE ^FORMATION.
COME TO
Beat Wsstern Falcon Motel
Mealing Room 13
at 11 OOam. 1.00pm w 3.00pm
Wed, Aprl 25. 1984

EARTH DAY IS COMMOI

2 Bedroom

214 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, OH

CALL 243*2 FOR MOM BeTO.
SBX SPRINQ CLEARANCE SALE
20 S OFF
EVERYTHING, IN THE STORE
WE ALSO HAVE HONORED* OF
ItELECT PAFEFasACK*-15- * S04J
THI* MIC FRL * (AT.
APR* 27TH ft 2STH

Sheas.
Happy 3rd,
ELEPHANT SHOES"1

Bl BurKh-Congratule«ons on your
Delta Sigma PI mMetlon! Love. Your
Big Brother

THINK YOU'RE PREGNANT?
FREE TESTS AND HELP
ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL'
HEARTBEAT
241-9131

HOUR
RESUME!

FREE NUTRmON INFORMATION
PERSONAL *E**tON* AVAILABLE

_OlS

SERVICES OFFERED

More people
have survived
cancer than
now live in
the City of
Los Angeles.

Party Room For Rant
4-D'aOub
7th and High
352 9378 after 8: 352-7324

PICK UP YOUR VOTER ABSENTEE
BALLOT REOUE»TS APR*. 14 ft 17,
11:00 AM - 140 PM AT THE USO
OFFICE, 40S STUOENT SERVICE*.
USO IS SERVING YOU!

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
WWOOO COUNTY
920 N Mom St . BG
Contidentejl.personal care
Spec* rates, BGSU students
Convenient App'hv 364-3640

People
Helping
People

352-1195

STUDENT ACTrVISTS Work tor so
del and economic nance and gel peld
tor • The OHO Pubic kitereel Cam
Deign * hiring lor ka tuawne poetical
outreach Malt anuaa Induda work■ig ageinel Una* energy price* and
toxic waste control problerris. Hours
1-10 p.m. Mton.-Fd. Seler, $180 per
week Cal 241 9093 for en Interview
eppointnient Poaleone also a aaatili
it Akron, Cincinnati, Cleveland end
Cosanbua.
WANTED: POOL MANAGER/IKJUAROS
PembervSa Community
Pool. Send appacaoono to Pambervfla Cornmunlty Pool Corp., Pomberveto. OH 43450
Go.ernmeel Jabs 11 *,«••SSCSUryr. Now Siring. Your area.
CaS l-SOHeT-StS* ExL RSS4*.
CHIPPEWA TRAIL CAMP
RAPSD CITY, Ml 4M7I
11*4224241
near Traverse CHy seeks persons
akaed, certified or experienced tor
out-of-cemp tripe: tood service *
itaayeanence: aato for laachhg either
aaSng, gyrnreaVece, aria ft crafts.
swimming, lenrva or go*. Salary,
room ft board from 8/10784 to
8/12/84. ACA accradRed 58th see

CAMP COUNSELORS
Outstanding Sam end Trim Down
Camps Tennis. Dance. Samneaocs.
WSI. Alreabct. Nutrltion/Dletellcs 20
pas). Separale gala' end hoys'
campe 7 weeks. CAMP CAMELOT
on Coftege Campuses al Maes.,
Perm . No. Carolina. Cell. Sand resume. Mtthela Friedman. Dvecior.
947 Hawtotl Dr., No. Woodmare.
NY 11581. 518-374 0785
"NEW ENOLANO BOYS CAa»"—
(Meaa ) Counselor Poelhons for Program Speckatota: Baakatbal. Cycling.
Tems. Canoeing. Fiehmg. Kayaking.
SaSng. Walersksng. WlrvMurAng. Archery. Arts ft Crafts. Computers.
Drama/Musx:. Electronics Ham Ratio. Overnight Camping. Video Taping. Good Seavtee mouse Camp
Mall I'SI NaT. 190 Linden Avenue. Gtem (edge. NJ 07028 Phone (201)429-8622.
Elec gusar player tor band from local
ana. Cal Juts. 372-4769
Cleveland area corp seeking
pool Fr ft post Soph, intereeted
y< Mktg. career Musi Mf 3 0 QP\
ft good written ft oral aUts
mterealed students contacl
Co-operstrve Educ Office
372-2461
222 Admin Bug

SALESPEOPLE FOR NEXT YEAR,
WFAl RADIO SALES APPLICATION. 411 SOUTH HALL 171-21 as.
$360 Weekly/Up MaSng Oculars'
No uueaes/quolai! Sincerely interested ruth reply envelope Division
Hooxtouerters. Box 464 CEV. Wood
stock, l 60098
Century Label ft Tag Co has openmge aval seUng custom packaging
to ratassra. Commasion pkja banana. S18-25K hrat year earnings
Cal Mr George Henry 352-7529.
SalAvon
For More mlormation
Cal PhySa, 3626833
WANTED Volunteers lo perbdpale In
an experiment on Hie puryuieph. VrS
pay selecled vokmteera S3 for 1 hf.
C*M a chance to asm more. Plaaaa
eat Mr. Mas an after 8 p.m. 3824924 Melee only [

FOR SALE
1*74 Opel, rebuHi engine, enow
Ikes, vary good condition AM/FM
Cassette eteree. 1750 or best otter
Must eel, leaving the country. Call
any Mesa I72-47M.
Fridge tor dorm or camper. $50.
Smel b ft w tv. $50. boys 10 apd
beta: $40 . amej bureau w/ 4 drawers; $35. big mac fryer ft hot pot;
$20. 2 hekneta. $20.pr Cat 372
3317 make oUar.
Haymon/xardon 670. 60 watt per
channel stereo raottver. 1 yr. old
vary good cond. MuM aa« Cal Herb
al 372-1741
1970 Buk* Skylark. OS, 466, flaw
nrea. kal bean repainted, rune graat,
make an otter Cal 354 2088
Engeeh darts ft acceeeorlee
PurcesTa Bate Shop
131 W Wooeter SI 362-82*4
1(7* TRANS ASl Exce*. cond. Nad

BUCK STUDENT UNION

BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP
TOSSED SALAD
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD

come and meet Ihe candidates lor the
Wed. April 25 elections.
TUES. APRIL 24 In the Amani Irom 6 - 8 p.m.
ACROSS
1 Plentiful
5 Lake formed by
Hoover Dam
9 Go on a Journey
13 Inland lake
14 Ornamental tag
16 The days of old
17 Game for Ihe
dexterous
19 Distress
20 Animal on a diet?
21 Tolerates
23 Stake
24 Breakfast food
25 Young blade
29 Arises
34 Inventor of
electrical
devices
35 Bit of sausage
36 Nabokov novel
37
38
40
41
42
43
44
47

Know one'*
Minute pore
A Wilson
Anger
Biting
Mme. de Poitiers
Most Ingenious
Law partner?

46 Author of
"Trinity
49 Peccary, e.g.
51 Word of greeting,
In Israel

54 Hebraic or Arabic
studies
59 Nursery item
60 Joanne
Woodward's mate
62 Certain code
63 Moist clay
64 "Rule, Britannia"
composer
65 Tres
66 Letters, from
Athens
67 Do a gardener's
job

DOWN
1 Indian VIP
2 Shlru's locale
3 Opposite of
fiction
4 Actress Sommer
5 Dull finish
6 Long-legged
heron*

7
8
9
10
11

Of wings
Water droplets
Pool activity
Kind of runner
Put-In-Bay'*
lake
12 Recognize*
15 Cathatlne) the
Great, e.g.

18 Native-born
Israeli
22 Depend (with
"on")
24 Homburg feature
25 Impassive
26 Bailey or Buck
27 Name In
cosmetics
28 Paclno and others
30 Works diligently
31 Leafy lunch
32 Commune in Italy
33 Kind of doll
38 Acts frugally
39 Ascot Items
40 Evergreen
42 Flying ptelix
43 Motherless one.
on the range
45 Roman god of fire
46 Actress Ritter
50 All (stage
direction)
51 Attempt
52 Mata
53 Nautical term
54 Vested garment
55 "
the night
before..."
56 Hungarian name
57 Rattan
58 Prune, in
Scotland
61 Bar order
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a Cohmmns. vrtiavea 6»K
/amiroaefpeeeVaarOartlfth,pnpkin
Imt mialoiu Htmr lend me injormtion
about btcomtne a Cohmbon missumory
peum

4 bdrm. 103 S. Prospect

M4-2M0.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL (STATI
A SalALl MNaSER OF APTS. STILL
AVAA. FOR FALL * SUMMER.
" 821 E. MERRV, NEAR OFFENHAUER TOWERS, 2 bdrmM PERSONS.
• '71S-71S *NO ST. 1 BORM.
••ROCKIEDOE MANOR-SOUTH
COLLEOE t eth ST-2 IORMS.
"131 7th *T 2 IDRM
"FORREST APTS-SOUTH COLLEOE * NAPOLEON-2 BORM.
"SIS E. Waoessr.
CAU JOHN NEWLOVE 1*4-22*0
S21 aaat Merry 2-Bdrm]l person.
Near Oftenheuer Towers. SeOWperaon/semeeter. Tenanl pays only
eghtt SuMdmg In exceHenl condillen. Jehn Newlove Reel Estate,
SS4-I2**.
Two 4 Bdrm houaes aval. 8727/84
Year leaaaa. 4 persona S150/per
sorvmo plus ua Cat, 354-2260
John Nawtove Real Esteto
enlekenCr
CaS SS4-1S4* alter Spm
3 bdrm. houaa. ftnal 8 people available tor summer ft fal Close to
campus 353-8481. 9-5
SoVfh/Boggs Rental-Houses ft Apt*, tor 84-85 school
year. 362-9457 between 12-4 or
352-8917 alter 8
Fum houaa, aummer orey
1 block from campua
362-7482
Fum. 2 bdrm. apts ft houses
Summer rotee avaaable
362-7464 before 5:00 pm
Need Male Students to fl house lor
aummer only! Own bedroom-near
campua Phone 352-7365
Need Female Students to IB apts ft
houses lor school year 1864-85
Phone 362-7365.
630 N. Summit-Apt #C. 2 bedroom
apt lor 4 etudenta S12S par per
eon/562 00 a semester pkia electric
al electric apt I 2 sernester-indrviduel

Houaea-Rooms-Apts. Summer Rentak-Specaa Ratea. 352 7365 Certy
We aM have a variety of rentala
tor aummar ft fa*.
Cal Titus Reeky 352-6688

|VE

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
(TSX HAVE APARTMENT
FOR THIS SUaaMER 4 NEXT
FALL.A VARIETY THAT
WILL PLEASE EVERYONE.
CALL 352-5120 OR 352-1115

House lo share
M Graduate Student, fum laundry
Avaaable May 1 and Sept I,
$175O0/mo kid. uM Cal 352
5436, 823-3406 or 364-1001 after
3:30
THURSTM MANOR APARTMENTS
Air oondMoned. My carpeted, cable
vteion. ofaelenclee. laundry facades
Now teasing tor aummer ft lal
461 Thuralm Ava 352-6435
FALL RENTALS
located, lu*y lurnlehed, A.C. apt*, now renting tor
learner 1»S4 and School Year
1M44S. C** U2-4M*.
RENTALS
Qeorgeto
Mai or-eOO Third SI.
one * two bedroom. lunMahed, A.C.
spts ExeaMent location. Reasonable rales Cal SS2-4***, between
4-10p.es.
Sleeping roome with pnvate entrance
t both Al uasaae paid. Summer
leaaaa avaaable Located across trom
Harahman Dorm. 9 or 12 month

loose 362-4674
FALL * SUMMER RENTALS
2 BORMS-W BLK TO CAMPUS
352-4871 day or 3521800 eve
Two uetkuiiaii apartmenl in duplex
adjacent to Ottonneuer Tower avalable August 15 $400/mo and utsaal. Cal 364-1763 or 362-3408
VEl-*AANOR APT FOR SLWeMER
Acroee from Kohl Ha*, across Irom
Rodgera Quad Clean, air cond,
honed, quiet atmosphere Aooomodaaona for 2 or 4 people. One two
bedroom left tor fal Cal 352 2858

Going away-Muat sal!
Manual Oavetl typewrtter w. oaaa.
$25 110 b weights. StO. Fold
table, new $8 Cal 352-1275

2 bedroom newly funashed apta
Now rentng tor '84-86 FREE Bate
■a TV. Cal 362-2683

FOR RENT

V. BLOCK FROM
bookstore, cam/out
laundry mat. reetaurants

OAHMS APARTMENTS
131 State Street

11a.m.-3p.m.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1

ego. Cal Had et >»2-»»a*.

Everyday $X./3 Special

Now Renting Fal 1984
One ft Two semester lease
Futv turn
Ef"denc«a. complete
w/cotor TV., Cable, al utBbae pakl
CUM Almoephera $285 (1 per).
$175 ee (2 par). 354-3182 12-4
a, 362-1520 anytime

I
|

I 4-tru
OIL

Jjf_
I rsnar

^J

Summer nenona
Ctoaa to campua-2bdrm. unfum.
apts AHo 3 borm. lum home Cal
Batty Baker 362-9110

The Children of
the World are the
hope of the world—
We invite you
to keep that hope
alive—and growing.
We are Columban
Missionaries
working with
thepoor.
Write to us for
more information.

1 BLOCK FROM
more reetaurants. bank
abrary. rec center

24 HOUR SERVICES OF
took out keys
eecurty aur.aeanca
emergency rra*itananca
FREE
gas heel ft cooking
catsatv
emel electric ba
2 Bedroom Unas
Furrtehed or uraurrashad
Leeelng tor 84-86 school year
SUMMER reduced ratee
12 month leeeea avaaable
362-4674 (day) 362-1800 level
Lower dupktx; aummer a lal. upper
duplex; aummer ft ta*. 362-0639
1 bdrm apt does to campua 84-86
school year 1-287-3341.
Summer rentala. 1 bdrm. apts. and 6
bdrm houaa. Ctoaa to campus 1267-3341.
Summer 5-Bdrm houae 255 Crtn
Street 1-287 3341
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUULE
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